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1. Introduction {#dmcn14132-sec-0018}
===============

The present document is the long version of the international clinical practice recommendations (CPR) for developmental coordination disorder (DCD). A pocket version (algorithm) of these recommendations is available (Appendix [S1](#dmcn14132-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, online supporting information).

The terminology in this document is consistent with that of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF).[1](#dmcn14132-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The current classification systems, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM‐5),[2](#dmcn14132-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 10th Revision (ICD‐10),[3](#dmcn14132-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} use different terminology to describe the population of concern.

The term 'developmental coordination disorder' is used throughout this document. The ICD‐10 term 'specific developmental disorder of motor function' is used only once at the beginning as this term is almost never used in the research literature. Regardless, the ICD‐10 term may be more precise and adequate to describe the nature of the disorder as DCD is not only a disorder of 'coordination'.

Although this document is concerned with individuals with DCD across the lifespan, it is sometimes necessary to refer solely to children or adolescents and adults. Since children and adults tend to be treated by different specialists in different contexts, these recommendations are presented in two sections: (1) children and (2) adolescents and adults. Within these two sections, the recommendations are specific for these target groups.

Goals of the International CPR--DCD {#dmcn14132-sec-0019}
-----------------------------------

The general goals of this document are as follows: (1) to determine and prioritize key questions on aetiology, diagnosis, and intervention; (2) to raise high‐priority practice questions; (3) to provide knowledge on the best evidence‐based practice; (4) to point out research gaps; (5) to define individual diagnostic and intervention strategies based on clinical decision rules and evidence‐based knowledge; (6) to make recommendations for a variety of different disciplines and to define their roles within clinical practice; (7) to recognize the value of an interdisciplinary approach with physicians and therapists of different disciplines; (8) to provide an effective implementation strategy of these recommendations by involving all medical and paramedical organizations relevant in assessment and treatment; (9) to identify possible barriers for implementation; (10) to provide a basis for clinical training and for implementation in quality management systems.

In addition, specific goals of the international CPR--DCD are: (1) to improve the identification of individuals with DCD; (2) to increase the use of effective treatments and reduce the use of ineffective treatments; (3) to decrease the burden of the disorder and increase quality of life; (4) to improve performance of everyday activities and participation at home, school, education, employment, and at leisure; (5) to improve personal and environmental resources; (6) to improve access to services, in particular health care provisions; (7) to help clarify responsibilities and propose models of cooperation among the various relevant professionals (e.g. by defining clinical pathways); (8) to help prevent long‐term consequences of DCD (e.g. by timely and effective intervention); (9) to raise community awareness for DCD.

As a clinical practice guideline, the international CPR--DCD are not designed as a rule explaining what to do or how to act in a legal situation. These recommendations cannot be a basis for legal sanctions.

These international recommendations are based on expert consensus and evidence drawn from systematic literature search and evaluation (see 'Update procedure, evidence, and methodological basis'). On the basis of these international recommendations, national guidelines can be adapted according to culture‐specific needs, country‐specific legal issues, etc., and established through a systematic group discussion process of all relevant national stakeholders and interest groups. This procedure is desirable to ensure best possible national implementation.[4](#dmcn14132-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

The international CPR--DCD follow the methodological recommendations of the Association of the Scientific Medical Societies in Germany (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Wissenschaftlichen Medizinischen Fachgesellschaften \[AWMF\]) and the German Instrument for Methodological Guideline Appraisal (Deutsches Instrument zur methodischen Leitlinien‐Bewertung).[5](#dmcn14132-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The AWMF represents Germany in the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences. The AWMF follows similar standards as other national associations (e.g. the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence in the UK) to ensure best evidence health and social care.

Target Audience {#dmcn14132-sec-0020}
---------------

The international CPR--DCD may be used by health care professionals involved in the care of individuals diagnosed with or suspected as having DCD. The pocket version of these guidelines is designed for a general audience in which the most important content of the recommendations are summarized and may be more appropriate for specific target groups.

Implementation {#dmcn14132-sec-0021}
--------------

These CPR are based on the consensus of international experts in the field of DCD and current evidence. This long version does not include proposals for implementation strategies and quality indicators/quality management. Given country‐specific and culture‐specific service provision for individuals with DCD, these international standards need to be adapted for national conditions (Fig. [1](#dmcn14132-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![From international recommendations to national guidelines. \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](DMCN-61-242-g001){#dmcn14132-fig-0001}

2. Aim, Target Group, Scope, AND Patient Expectations {#dmcn14132-sec-0022}
=====================================================

Target group {#dmcn14132-sec-0023}
------------

The international CPR--DCD should apply to individuals with long‐standing non‐progressive problems of specific motor skill performance, not attributable to any other known medical or psychosocial condition. Individuals may demonstrate motor problems for which these recommendations do not apply such as cerebral palsy, neurodegenerative disorders, traumatic brain injuries, inflammatory brain diseases, toxic and teratogenic disorders, malignancies, or any motor problem due to other diagnosed medical conditions that may explain poor motor performance. Individuals with severe intellectual developmental disorder are generally not identified as having DCD because of assessment difficulties (pragmatic reasons). These individuals, however, may also have symptoms of poor motor coordination. Therefore, general recommendations for treatment indications and specific intervention methods may also be applied to the group of individuals with intellectual developmental disorder, although the research so far has excluded these individuals from evaluation.

Clinical relevance {#dmcn14132-sec-0024}
------------------

DCD is a common and chronic disorder resulting in considerable consequences in daily life; prevalence estimates of 5% to 6% of children are most frequently quoted in the literature.[2](#dmcn14132-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} At least 2% of all individuals with typical intelligence experience severe consequences in everyday living including academic productivity, and a further 3% have a degree of functional impairment in activities of daily living (ADL) or school work.[7](#dmcn14132-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Nonetheless, DCD is largely underrecognized by health care and educational professionals.[8](#dmcn14132-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#dmcn14132-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#dmcn14132-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

There are, however, considerable costs for long‐term treatment with questionable effectiveness. For example, the German Therapy Report 2016 (also known as Heilmittelbericht 2016) reports on the largest health insurance in Germany (Allgemeine Ortskrankenkasse). According to Waltersbacher,[11](#dmcn14132-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} this document states sensorimotor disorders are treated in about 50% of all occupational therapy sessions and are therefore ranked as the primary concern overall. Waltersbacher[11](#dmcn14132-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} also reported that for those being treated for sensorimotor disorders, 90% include therapeutic sessions for children and adolescents under 15 years; within this 90% allotment, hemiparesis accounts for 10.3% and DCD accounts for 8.6% of all occupational therapy intervention sessions. When the number of occupational therapy assessments was analysed, DCD was found to be the leading diagnosis, accounting for 7.4% of all of the children and young people tested.

Scope {#dmcn14132-sec-0025}
-----

There are several questions and issues about DCD and particularly important issues to be answered and addressed for adolescents and adults: (1) diagnosis and assessment (how to assess for diagnosis for there is still no criterion standard; how to monitor during development and treatment); (2) outcome and prognosis (what consequences; in which areas of everyday living and participation); (3) underlying mechanisms (which brain networks are responsible; genetic and environmental influences; etc.); (4) treatment indication (when and what to treat; especially in adolescents and adults); (5) intervention methods (which; how long; how intensive); (6) psychosocial issues in DCD; and implications for outcomes, interventions, and participation.

These questions were the primary reasons for the development of the international CPR--DCD in 2012.[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and are especially addressed in the current revision. The authors hope to achieve improvements in national and international definitions of DCD, the assessment and diagnostic practices for DCD, and the treatment indications and specific interventions that show benefit for individuals with DCD.

Further, the international CPR--DCD should help to increase professional attention to this topic and suggest future directions for research.

Expectations of the patient representative {#dmcn14132-sec-0026}
------------------------------------------

To ensure that these recommendations are responsive to the expectations of the individuals and their parents, a parent organization for individuals with learning disorders participated during the entire process. Up to now, patient stakeholder groups for DCD are not common or known. However, it would be desirable for future action also to include adolescents and adults organized in stakeholder groups.

The following expectations were identified: (1) more awareness and recognition of the problems experienced by people with DCD by medical professionals, nursery and young people‐care staff, parents, educators, coaches, sports instructors, relevant others, and members within the general community; (2) improved access to services, particularly health care provisions; (3) establishing a clear diagnostic pathway (e.g. transparency about and explanation of diagnostic criteria, and initiating the necessary examinations); (4) better information about therapeutic options for parents and relevant others; (5) information about the effectiveness of interventions.

3. Key Questions {#dmcn14132-sec-0027}
================

The international expert group focused on five key questions. These are described below.

(1) How is DCD defined? Which functions are impaired in individuals with DCD? {#dmcn14132-sec-0028}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The definition of DCD was the subject of an expert consensus. To enhance communication between experts, health care professionals, patients, and relatives, it was deemed important to develop a generally recognized definition of DCD based on the DSM‐5 and the ICD‐10.[2](#dmcn14132-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#dmcn14132-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

The underlying mechanisms of DCD and the findings of impaired functions related to DCD were extracted from a systematic literature search. Impairments should reflect the levels of the ICF such as body function and structure (e.g. brain structure and function; motor, sensory, and cognitive function; emotional/affective function), ADL (e.g. basic and instrumental skills), participation (e.g. at home, school/employment, and community), and acknowledge personal and environmental factors. The question of impairment does not aim at specific CPRs, but aims to increase understanding of the disorder, its severity, and its natural course.

(2) How is DCD assessed and monitored? How should individuals with DCD with and without treatment (natural course) be monitored (qualitative/quantitative aspects)? {#dmcn14132-sec-0029}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Applicability and test criteria of assessment instruments were subject to a systematic literature search and, where not possible, then addressed by expert opinion and consensus.

The question of how DCD can be identified should be answered by interviews, examining the individual\'s developmental history, medical history, questionnaires, clinical examination, and motor tests. Assessment instruments should investigate ADL, involvement in play/leisure activities, functioning in school, and the role of laboratory versus natural settings. Decisions for how and when to measure progress should reflect the levels of the ICF such as body function and structure (e.g. brain structure and function; motor, sensory, cognitive function; emotional/affective function), ADL (e.g. basic and instrumental skills), participation (e.g. at home, school/employment, and community), and acknowledge personal and environmental factors.

(3) How effective are the treatment methods for DCD? {#dmcn14132-sec-0030}
----------------------------------------------------

The treatment effectiveness should be answered by systematic evaluation of the literature and, where not possible, answered by a nominative group process during expert consensus.

The levels of the ICF should be considered such as body function and structure (e.g. brain structure and function; motor, sensory, cognitive function; emotional/affective function), ADL (e.g. basic and instrumental skills), participation (e.g. at home, school/employment, and community), and acknowledge personal and environmental factors. Effectiveness should also be discussed with respect to efficiency (cost--benefit).

(4) What are the psychosocial issues of DCD and their impacts? {#dmcn14132-sec-0031}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The consideration of psychosocial issues present in DCD was done through a scoping review and systematic evaluation of the literature and addressed by experts' opinions and consensus conference.

As in the key question on assessment, determination of methods for identifying psychosocial and mental health issues in DCD should be answered by interviews, examining the individual\'s medical and psychiatric history, questionnaires, observational assessments, and reports offered by self and/or significant others.

The levels of the ICF should be considered such as body function and structure (e.g. global and specific psychosocial functions including sleep, emotional/affective function), ADL (e.g. basic and instrumental skills), participation (e.g. at home, school/employment, and community), and acknowledge personal and environmental factors (including attitudinal).

(5) How does DCD present in adolescence and adulthood? What motor assessments have been used and what intervention programmes have been developed for adolescents and adults? {#dmcn14132-sec-0032}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The study of DCD in adolesence and adulthood is relatively new. To gather information on the presentation of the condition beyond childhood, a scoping review was conducted. This was designed to map: (1) areas of research related to adolescents and adults with DCD (and areas that are lacking); (2) the assessments used for measuring motor skills in this body of literature; and (3) intervention programmes developed for this population.

Further questions of interest {#dmcn14132-sec-0033}
-----------------------------

Many other questions were of great interest but could only be addressed to a limited extent in this document. For example: how and which interactions are affected when treating comorbid conditions (e.g. pharmacological treatment with stimulants of individuals with attention‐deficit/hyperactivity disorder \[ADHD\])? What barriers do individuals with DCD face when trying to access health care or other treatment services (e.g. parental education, language, cultural, geographic, socio‐economic status, health services policies)? What specific views and opinions do parents, relatives, patients, and teachers have about DCD?

Areas of interest and relevance of outcomes {#dmcn14132-sec-0034}
-------------------------------------------

On the basis of the key questions, the main areas of interest for clinical recommendations are identification/diagnosis, treatment indication, and treatment outcome for all individuals with DCD: children, adolescents, and adults.

In recent years, the expanded studies of neuroimaging (mechanism group), psychosocial consequences (new working group), and of adolescents and adults with DCD (new working group) have become more important.

The study results within these areas of interest were classified according to the ICF. The relevance of outcome within the different ICF areas have been rated. For example, for assessment studies, outcomes on body function and activity levels were seen as most important for desicion making. The ratings of 2012[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} were adopted (Tables [1](#dmcn14132-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#dmcn14132-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Target variables for outcome

  ----------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Body function and structure   Motor performance, basic motor functions, perceptual functions, executive functions
  Personal factors              Quality of life (well‐being, satisfaction), coping, motivation for treatment
  Activities                    Activities of daily living, school performance, activity limitation, prevocational and vocational activities, leisure activities
  Participation                 Social integration, social burden of disorder, sports participation, participation restrictions
  Environmental factors         Socio‐economic resources (nursery/school facilities, financial resources, therapeutic resources, availability of sports club, etc.), coping/compensation (by family, teachers, adaptive materials, sports equipment, etc.)
  ----------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

###### 

Relevance of outcomes: areas of interest according to the ICF and target variables as rated by the expert group in 2012^6^

                                                                                                                                                  Diagnosis   Treatment indication   Treatment outcome
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ---------------------- -------------------
  Body function and structure                                                                                                                     ×                                  
  Deficit in motor performance and psychomotor functions                                                                                                                             
  Poor basic motor skills and perceptual/motor functions                                                                                                                             
  Activities                                                                                                                                      ×           ×                      ×
  ADL (basic ADL,[a](#dmcn14132-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} school performance, leisure instrumental ADL)[b](#dmcn14132-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                      
  Participation                                                                                                                                               ×                      ×
  Social integration (e.g. sport participation)[c](#dmcn14132-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                              
  Personal factors                                                                                                                                            ×                      ×
  Coping (individual resources, intelligence, etc.)                                                                                                                                  
  Quality of life, well‐being, satisfaction                                                                                                                                          
  Environmental factors                                                                                                                                       ×                      
  Socio‐economic resources (nursery/school facilities, financial resources, therapeutic resources, availability of sports club, etc.)                                                
  Coping/compensation (by family, teachers, adaptive materials, sports equipment, etc.)                                                                                              

×, very important: critical for making a decision. ^a^Basic activites of daily living (ADL) (self‐care, toileting, eating -- drinking, etc.). ^b^Instrumental ADL (using a pen, scissors, playing with toys, cooking, driving, etc.). ^c^Possible participation restriction as a consequence of activity limitations.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

4. Update Procedure, Evidence, and Methodological Basis {#dmcn14132-sec-0035}
=======================================================

Under the umbrella of the European Academy of Childhood Disability (EACD), and based on the work of worldwide experts in the field of DCD, recommendations on the definition, diagnosis, and intervention of DCD were previously published in 2012.[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The present document is a major revision and further advancement of that work.

In July 2015, an international expert panel was founded at the International DCD Conference in Toulouse, France. The international experts were selected according to scientific background, representation of countries, and, if possible, of all continents. Finally, all invited experts, scientists, as well as clinicians from North America and South America, Asia, Europe, Africa, and Australia agreed to take part and were involved in this work (Fig. [2](#dmcn14132-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![International expert panel. ^a^Served in the intervention group until May 2016. \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](DMCN-61-242-g002){#dmcn14132-fig-0002}

During the following revision process, two consensus meetings were held: (1) in Toulouse (International DCD Conference in Toulouse, France, 2nd--4th July 2015); and (2) in Stockholm (combined meeting of the EACD and the International Academy of Childhood Disability, 1st--4th June 2016).

Within the initial consensus meeting in Toulouse, France, the recommendations of 2012 served as the basis for discussion and the starting point of the revision of the good clinical practice (GCP) recommendations.

Recommendations based on formal consensus {#dmcn14132-sec-0036}
-----------------------------------------

The vast majority of the resulting CPRs were based on group consensus along with other processes. Specifically, following basic decisions made at the first consensus meeting in Toulouse, five Delphi rounds followed; these rounds were performed by electronic mail and focused on the development of the GCP recommendations. Following the methodological guideline of the AWMF,[12](#dmcn14132-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} experts were asked to vote for or against the proposed GCP recommendation and provide alternatives if possible with references, in case of refusal. Recommendations with 90% consensus (⇑⇑) were accepted and this content was then not included in further Delphi rounds.

At the second consensus meeting in Stockholm, all GCP final recommendations were revised and received consent (\>90% consensus), both in terms of content and language.

Recommendations based on evidence {#dmcn14132-sec-0037}
---------------------------------

During the entire process of developing the GCP recommendations, the five established working groups (mechanisms, assessments, interventions, psychosocial issues, adolescents and adults; Fig. [2](#dmcn14132-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) reviewed the literature and new studies (Fig. [3](#dmcn14132-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) published since the previous CPR--DCD[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} to prepare recommendations on the basis of evidence.

![Literature review. DCD, developmental coordination disorder; MABC, Movement Assessment Battery for Children; BOT, Bruininks‐Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency; DCDQ, Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire; SD, standard deviation. \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](DMCN-61-242-g003){#dmcn14132-fig-0003}

As in the previous version in 2012, original papers addressing key question 2 (assessment) were categorized according to the Oxford Levels of Evidence system[13](#dmcn14132-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} (Table [3](#dmcn14132-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Intervention studies were classified using an adapted version of the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network[14](#dmcn14132-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} (Table [3](#dmcn14132-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Therefore only original studies related to the specific key questions of the recommendations were included in the systematic analysis of the literature. For more information about the literature search, methodological background, and the evidence tables on assessments and interventions, see Figure [3](#dmcn14132-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, Appendices [S2](#dmcn14132-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#dmcn14132-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (online supporting information), and Tables [SI to SIII](#dmcn14132-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (online supporting information).

###### 

Classification of the body of evidence

+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Level of evidence (GRADE) | Body of evidence                                                                                                                                                                                                              | Oxford level                                           | Oxford definition (diagnostic studies)[13](#dmcn14132-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                  | Adapted[a](#dmcn14132-note-0003){ref-type="fn"} SIGN criteria[14](#dmcn14132-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}                                                       |
+===========================+===============================================================================================================================================================================================================================+========================================================+==================================================================================================================================================================================+==============================================================================================================================================================+
| 1 (high)                  | Evidence from a meta‐analysis or systematic review of randomized controlled or other well‐controlled studies with homogenous findings; homogeneity of the results.                                                            | I a                                                    | Systematic review (with homogeneity) of Level 1 diagnostic studies; CDR with 1b studies from different clinical centres                                                          | 1++ High quality meta‐analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs, or RCTs with a very low risk of bias                                                             |
|                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                               |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
|                           | Very good quality of the results (e.g. validity and reliability measures \>0.8)                                                                                                                                               |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|                           | Evidence from at least two RCTs (intervention studies) or well‐controlled trials with well‐described sample selection (diagnostic study);[b](#dmcn14132-note-0003){ref-type="fn"} confirmatory data analysis, good standards. | I b                                                    | Validating cohort study with good reference standards or CDR tested within one clinical centre                                                                                   | 1+ Well conducted meta‐analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs, or RCTs with a low risk of bias                                                                 |
|                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                               |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
|                           | Very good quality of the results (e.g. validity and reliability measures \>0.8)                                                                                                                                               |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                               | I c                                                    | 'Absolute SpPins' and 'Absolute SnNouts'[c](#dmcn14132-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                 | 1− Meta‐analyses, systemtic reviews or RCTs, or RCTs with a high risk of bias                                                                                |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| 2 (moderate)              | Evidence from at least two well‐designed, controlled studies without randomization from different working groups.                                                                                                             | II a                                                   | Systematic review (with homogeneity) of Level \>2 diagnostic studies                                                                                                             | 2++ High quality systematic reviews of case--control or cohort studies or                                                                                    |
|                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                               |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
|                           | Sufficient standards; homogeneity of the results.                                                                                                                                                                             |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  | High quality case--control or cohort studies with a very low risk of confounding bias, or chance and a high probability that the relationship is causal      |
|                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                               |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
|                           | Good quality of the results (e.g. validity and reliability measures \>0.6)                                                                                                                                                    |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|                           | Evidence from at least one well‐designed other type of quasi‐experimental study (non‐randomized, non‐controlled). Good quality of the results (e.g. validity and reliability measures \>0.6)                                  | II b                                                   | Exploratory cohort study with good reference standards. CDR after derivation, or validated only on split‐sample or databases                                                     | 2+ Well‐conducted case--control or cohort studies with a low risk of confounding, bias, or chance and a moderate probability that the relationship is causal |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| 3 (low)                   | Evidence from well‐designed non‐experimental descriptive or observational studies (e.g. correlational studies, case‐control‐studies).                                                                                         | III a                                                  | Systematic review (with homogeneity) of 3b and better studies                                                                                                                    | 2− Case--control or cohort studies with a high risk of confounding, bias, or chance and a significant risk that the relationship is not causal               |
|                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                               |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
|                           | Moderate homogeneity of the results. Moderate quality of the results (e.g. validity and reliability measures \>0.4)                                                                                                           |                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| III b                     | Non‐consecutive study or without consistently applied reference standards                                                                                                                                                     | 3 Non‐analytic studies, e.g. case reports, case series |                                                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                                                                              |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| 4 (very low)              | Evidence from expert committee reports or experts                                                                                                                                                                             | IV/V                                                   | Case--control study, poor or non‐independent reference standard/expert opinion without explicit critical appraisal, or based on physiology, bench research or 'first principles' | 4 Expert opinion                                                                                                                                             |
+---------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

^a^Only original studies related to the specific key questions of the recommendations were included in the systematic analysis of the literature. ^b^The expert panel agreed to require at least two well‐controlled studies from different study groups in order to reduce bias. ^c^An 'Absolute SpPin' is a diagnostic finding whose specificity is so high that a positive result rules‐in the diagnosis. An 'Absolute SnNout' is a diagnostic finding whose sensitivity is so high that a negative result rules out the diagnosis. CDR, Clinical Decision Rule; RCT, randomized controlled trial.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Each recommendation is based on the highest level of available evidence; a group of original papers or systematic reviews (if applicable) were summarized giving an overall level of evidence (LOE) using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system (Table [3](#dmcn14132-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}) where possible. These GRADE levels (LOE) were transferred into CPRs (Tables [4](#dmcn14132-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#dmcn14132-tbl-0005){ref-type="table"}). The levels and strength of recommendations correspond directly to the GRADE LOE.

###### 

Levels of recommendations

  Level of evidence (GRADE)   Recommendation for/against                      Recommendation level
  --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------
  1                           'should', 'should not', or 'is not indicated'   A
  2                           'may'/'suggest' or 'may not'/'not suggest'      B
  3 or 4                      'may be considered' or 'do not know'            0

Levels of evidence for recommendations are based on the analysis of the literature and transferred into detailed wording in the clinical recommendations with defined levels of recommendations.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

###### 

Description of the levels of recommendations in relation to the strength of the evidence

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+
| Strength of recommendation                                                  | Description                                                                                                                      | Criteria                                                       |
+=============================================================================+==================================================================================================================================+================================================================+
| A (A−)                                                                      | Strongly recommended that clinicians (do not) routinely provide the intervention/the assessment to eligible individuals          | Good quality of evidence and substantial net benefits or costs |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+
| B (B−)                                                                      | Recommended that clinicians (do not) routinely provide the intervention/the assessment to eligible individuals                   | Fair quality of evidence and substantial net benefit or costs  |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  |                                                                |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  | or                                                             |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  |                                                                |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  | Good quality of evidence and moderate net benefit or costs     |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  |                                                                |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  | or                                                             |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  |                                                                |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  | Fair quality of evidence and moderate net benefit or costs     |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+
| 0                                                                           | No recommendation for or against routine provision of the intervention/the assessment                                            | Good quality of evidence and small net benefit or costs        |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  |                                                                |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  | or                                                             |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  |                                                                |
|                                                                             |                                                                                                                                  | Fair quality of evidence and small net benefit or costs        |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+
| Insufficient evidence for recommendation of the intervention/the assessment | Poor quality of evidence (conflicting results; balance between benefits and risks difficult to determine; and poor study design) |                                                                |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+

Adaptation from the Canadian Guide to Clinical Preventive Health Care and from US Preventive Services Resources.[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The CPR--DCD includes eight recommendations based on evidence from systematic literature searches in the sections on assessments and interventions. The GRADE levels of these recommendations could directly be transformed to the corresponding recommendation level (e.g. GRADE level 1 has led to strong recommendation \[A\], GRADE level 2 to a \[moderate\] recommendation \[B\], and lower GRADE levels to an inconclusive recommendation \[0\]).[15](#dmcn14132-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

Usually an LOE of 1 is related to recommendation level A. However, in specified cases there can be a downgrade or upgrade of the clinical recommendation level. For example, if a highly effective medication (LOE 1) has unacceptable side effects or if cost:benefit ratios are extremely high, the recommendation level can be downgraded from A to B. In the present CPR‐DCD adaptations, for example upgrading or downgrading of the recommendation level, were not necessary.

For information about systematic literature searches and evidence tables of the other three working groups, with no LOE recommendations, underlying mechanisms, psychosocial issues, and adolescents and adults, see Figure [3](#dmcn14132-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, Appendices [\[Link\]](#dmcn14132-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [\[Link\]](#dmcn14132-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [\[Link\]](#dmcn14132-sup-0006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (online supporting information), and Tables [SIV to SXVIII](#dmcn14132-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (online supporting information). For a comparison of the current CPRs with the 2012 CPRs see Table [SXIX](#dmcn14132-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (online supporting information).

The whole process was supervised by the AWMF (regional association; members: 177 specialist societies). The AWMF represents Germany in the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (see <http://www.awmf.de> for further information).

A Children {#dmcn14132-sec-0038}
==========

1. Epidemiology, consequences, outcome, and burden for society {#dmcn14132-sec-0039}
--------------------------------------------------------------

### 1.1. Epidemiology {#dmcn14132-sec-0040}

Current prevalence estimates for DCD range from 2% to 20% of children, with 5% to 6% being the most frequently quoted percentage in the literature.[2](#dmcn14132-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} It is generally recognized that these children have problems with motor skills that are significant enough to interfere with both social and academic functioning.[16](#dmcn14132-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Kadesjö and Gillberg[17](#dmcn14132-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} found a prevalence rate of 4.9% for severe DCD and of 8.6% for moderate DCD in a population‐based study of 7‐year‐old children in Sweden. The Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children found 1.8% of children aged 7 years had severe DCD, with another 3% defined as having probable DCD with consequences for everyday life.[7](#dmcn14132-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} A recent study in South India came to very different estimates using DSM‐5 criteria (0.8%).[18](#dmcn14132-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

We note that epidemiological information is largely dependent on how strictly selection criteria are applied.

DCD is more common in males than in females, with male:female ratios varying from 2:1 to 7:1.[7](#dmcn14132-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#dmcn14132-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Only Girish et al.[18](#dmcn14132-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} found more females than males had DCD (male:female ratio 1:2).

### 1.2. Outcomes {#dmcn14132-sec-0041}

There are only a few studies that have examined the natural course of DCD. There is evidence that in many cases DCD persists well into adolescence,[19](#dmcn14132-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#dmcn14132-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#dmcn14132-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#dmcn14132-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#dmcn14132-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} with 50% to 70% of children continuing to have motor difficulties.[22](#dmcn14132-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Studies of adults with DCD reveal continuing difficulties with a range of motor skills and when learning new skills, such as driving. DCD is often associated with other learning or behavioural disorders. At kindergarten/preschool age, motor problems seem to be associated with language and communication difficulties.[24](#dmcn14132-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#dmcn14132-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} These can persist into school age. Kadesjö and Gillberg[17](#dmcn14132-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} found restricted reading comprehension in children diagnosed with DCD at the age of 7 years. There are further indications that some school‐aged children with DCD show poorer outcome in scholastic achievements[26](#dmcn14132-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} than their typically developing peers, especially in reading[27](#dmcn14132-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} and mathematics (i.e. symbolic and non‐symbolic number processing).[28](#dmcn14132-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#dmcn14132-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

In adults with DCD, a range of non‐motor problems are commonly reported. These include problems with executive functioning, attention, and anxiety, as well as symptoms of depression and low global self‐esteem.

The systematic search conducted for the international CPR--DCD in 2012[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} found numerous studies presenting data on the limitations shown by individuals with DCD in different areas listed by the ICF. There is no doubt that DCD leads to an impaired functional performance in ADL.[30](#dmcn14132-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#dmcn14132-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} These children require a higher level of structure and assistance in these activities than their typically developing peers.[32](#dmcn14132-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

The impact of motor incoordination on physical activity engagements throughout life is influenced by a multitude of factors (social, cultural, physical environments, individual characteristics, etc.).[33](#dmcn14132-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} There is evidence that children with DCD show less physical activity, especially participation in team sports.[34](#dmcn14132-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#dmcn14132-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Reduced physical activity has been associated with poor self‐efficacy in children with DCD[36](#dmcn14132-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#dmcn14132-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} and lower life satisfaction.[38](#dmcn14132-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Behavioural problems, as well as problems in social interactions, persisted in a long‐term follow‐up.[39](#dmcn14132-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} This affected the whole family system, especially the parents, over a long period,[31](#dmcn14132-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#dmcn14132-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} but also resulted in parental concerns about their children\'s participation in society.[40](#dmcn14132-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}

Some studies highlight the possible negative effect of DCD on body fitness[41](#dmcn14132-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#dmcn14132-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} which is mostly ascribed to less physical activity than in typically developing peers.

Cairney et al.[43](#dmcn14132-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} report a correlation between DCD and subsequent development of obesity in males, although there was no such correlation observed in females. One explanation may be that the participation in team play activities and sport teams is diminished in children with DCD.[26](#dmcn14132-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#dmcn14132-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#dmcn14132-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#dmcn14132-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Studies on adults with DCD also report higher rates of obesity, and lower endurance, flexibility, and strength compared with typically developing adults, as well as poorer general health (both mental and physical).

An over‐representation of obesity in children with DCD and adults with a history of coordination difficulties[47](#dmcn14132-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} requires further investigation as a bidirectional effect may occur in which propensity for obesity may lead to inactivity which exacerbates coordination difficulties by reducing participation in skilled activities.[48](#dmcn14132-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#dmcn14132-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} However, there is no evidence that a lack of physical activity causes DCD.

According to the agreed diagnostic criteria, it would not be possible to make the diagnosis of DCD if the motor deficit is probably due to a lack of practice (Recommendation 3, criterion I).

### 1.3. Burden for society {#dmcn14132-sec-0042}

Motor performance difficulties of individuals with DCD are often viewed as 'mild' and, thus, not warranting attention compared with the needs of individuals with more severe movement impairments such as cerebral palsy. Therefore, it may be argued that the net benefits for assessment and intervention in DCD may not be justified as an investment for society.

However, the numerous data on epidemiology (DCD is by far the most frequent motor disorder relevant for daily activities) and the findings on the outcome of DCD clearly suggest that DCD is a considerable burden and therefore it is also important to intervene from the viewpoint of the society.

The marked influence of DCD on everyday activities and school performance, and, secondarily, on social participation, physical health, and mental health concerns, combined with the high prevalence rate indicate that the social and economic burden is considerable.

2. Definition and terminology {#dmcn14132-sec-0043}
-----------------------------

DCD occurs across cultures, races, and socio‐economic conditions. The disorder is idiopathic in nature, although several hypotheses for the cause of DCD have been proposed (see 'Underlying mechanisms in DCD'). Evidence suggests that DCD is a unique and separate neurodevelopmental disorder which can, and often does, co‐occur[1](#dmcn14132-note-1002){ref-type="fn"} with one or more other neurodevelopmental and neurobehavioural disorders. Commonly, these disorders include ADHD, specific language impairment, learning disorders, autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and developmental dyslexia or reading disorder. Some comorbidities are so strongly associated with incoordination that DCD has even been regarded as a part of certain disorders.

The the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM‐IV)[50](#dmcn14132-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} did not permit a dual diagnosis of DCD with ASD; however, the DSM‐5[2](#dmcn14132-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} now permits this co‐occurrence.[51](#dmcn14132-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, the concept of deficits in attention, motor control, and perception (DAMP) included aspects of ADHD and DCD together; this term is seldom used anymore, except in a few Scandinavian regions.[52](#dmcn14132-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#dmcn14132-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

### 2.1. Definition according to DSM‐5 {#dmcn14132-sec-0044}

DCD is listed within the classification section Neurodevelopmental Disorders and the first condition identified under a subsection called Motor Disorders ('315.4 Developmental coordination disorder'). The term DCD was endorsed in the International Consensus Meeting in London, ON, Canada, in 1994. DCD, according to the DSM‐5[2](#dmcn14132-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} is defined by the following four criteria: (1) acquiring and execution of coordinated motor skills is far below expected level for age, given opportunity for skill learning; (2) motor skill difficulties significantly interfere with ADL and impact academic/school productivity, prevocational and vocational activities, leisure and play; (3) onset is in the early developmental period; (4) motor skill difficulties are not better explained by intellectual delay, visual impairment, or other neurological conditions that affect movement.

### 2.2. Definition according to ICD‐10 {#dmcn14132-sec-0045}

In the ICD‐10[3](#dmcn14132-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} DCD is referred to as a specific developmental disorder of motor function. According to the ICD‐10, specific developmental disorder of motor function is defined as a 'disorder in which the main feature is a serious impairment in the development of motor coordination that is not solely explicable in terms of general intellectual retardation or of any specific congenital or acquired neurological disorder. Nevertheless, in most cases a careful clinical examination shows marked neurodevelopmental immaturities such as choreiform movements of unsupported limbs or mirror movements and other associated motor features, as well as signs of impaired fine and gross motor coordination'.[3](#dmcn14132-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

The definition excludes abnormalities of gait and mobility (R26.‐), isolated lack of coordination (R27.‐), and lack of coordination secondary to intellectual disabilities (F70--F79) or to other medical and psychosocial disorders.

The definition of DCD according to ICD‐10 requires that the diagnosis is not solely explicable by moderate to severe intellectual disability or any specific congenital or acquired neurological disorder.

### 2.3. Other terms and definitions {#dmcn14132-sec-0046}

It should be recognized that in some places there is debate and sometimes confusion around the different terms and definitions used in this field. The same term is sometimes used with various definitions and it is not always clear when a term is seen as equivalent to DCD. For example, the Dyspraxia Foundation (UK) uses the term 'dyspraxia',[54](#dmcn14132-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} stipulating that this incorporates DCD. However, the definition provided is broader than that for DCD, including various non‐motor difficulties.

Some use the term 'dyspraxia' in a more specific way, postulating a distinction between developmental 'dyspraxia' and DCD.[55](#dmcn14132-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} However, the term 'dyspraxia' has not become recognized as a separate entity or subgroup of DCD. The international consensus does not recommend use of the term 'dyspraxia'.

Other terms that have been used in the literature include 'motor learning difficulty', 'physical awkwardness', and 'movement difficulty'. These refer to a significant motor difficulty, which is the main feature of DCD. However, they are ambiguous about whether the formal diagnostic criteria for DCD have been met.

Recommendation 1GCPWe recommend the use of the term Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) for individuals fulfilling the DCD criteria (Recommendation 3) in all research publications For clinical and educational purposes we recommend the term DCD in countries which adhere to the DSM‐5 classification (315.4) In countries where ICD‐10 has legal status, we also recommend the term Specific Developmental Disorder of Motor Function (SDDMF) (F82, ICD‐10)⇑⇑

The term DCD is used because this wording is well recognized in the English literature (Table [6](#dmcn14132-tbl-0006){ref-type="table"}). The term DCD is taken from the DSM‐5 classification. However, in several European countries, the ICD‐10 has legal status. Thus, the terminology of the ICD‐10 must be used in those countries. Accordingly, the term 'specific developmental disorder of motor functions' has to be used (for countries using ICD‐10 terminology). Moreover, the following recommendations throughout this document are also related to the ICD‐10. Where concepts differ between DSM‐5 and ICD‐10, specific comments are provided.

###### 

Terminology for DCD according to language

  Language   Disorder                                                                                                      Abbreviation
  ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
  English    Developmental coordination disorder                                                                           DCD
  German     Umschriebene Entwicklungsstörung motorischer Funktionen (specific developmental disorder of motor function)   UEMF (SDDMF)
  French     Trouble du développement de la coordination                                                                   TDC

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

3. Underlying mechanisms in DCD {#dmcn14132-sec-0047}
-------------------------------

### 3.1. Overview {#dmcn14132-sec-0048}

To better understand the neural and performance factors that may underlie DCD, and their implications for theory and practice, a large systematic review of the recent experimental literature was conducted.[56](#dmcn14132-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} The review included a total of 106 studies published between June 2011 and September 2016 (Fig. [3](#dmcn14132-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Appendix [S4](#dmcn14132-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The following summary of evidence on mechanisms of DCD is persuasive but, it must be stressed, by no means conclusive. There has been an almost exponential growth in mechanisms research over the past 30 years, with the promise that tentative working models will become more refined as additional behavioural and neuroimaging data are integrated, and as experimental approaches address the very process of motor learning in children over multiple timescales and levels of analysis (behavioural, cognitive, and neural). Nonetheless, the body of recent work is impressive and affords several tentative conclusions.

Behavioural data from 91 studies showed a broad cluster of deficits across different aspects of motor control (including planning and anticipatory control of movement), basic processes of motor learning (including procedural learning), and cognitive control (or executive function). Importantly, however, performance issues were often shown to be moderated by task type and difficulty. As well, new evidence has emerged to show that children with DCD can adopt compensatory strategies/actions under certain task conditons, enabling response solutions that are adequate to the goal of the task in question, while perhaps being less efficient overall. The review showed a significant growth in neuroimaging studies over the past 5 to 6 years (15 studies). These studies have been of mixed quality, hindered by small sample sizes, lack of concurrent behavioural measures, and missing data. This suggests some caution with interpretation. However, there has been some converging evidence across studies with data showing reduced cortical thickness[57](#dmcn14132-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} and hypoactivation across functional networks involving prefrontal, parietal, and cerebellar regions.[58](#dmcn14132-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#dmcn14132-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#dmcn14132-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#dmcn14132-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} However, evidence for hypoactivation has not been uniform across all studies and tasks; for example, Licari et al.[59](#dmcn14132-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} also showed increased activation in DCD in the right postcentral gyrus. Structural diffusion magnetic resonance imaging studies have demonstrated alterations of white matter microstructural organization, particularly in sensorimotor tracts that include the corticospinal tract, posterior thalamic radiation, and parietal subregion of the corpus callosum.[62](#dmcn14132-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#dmcn14132-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#dmcn14132-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Other structural magnetic resonance imaging data have also suggested a poorly integrated neural network involving sensorimotor structures.[65](#dmcn14132-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Taken together, these results provide some support for the hypothesis that children with DCD show differences in neural structure and function compared with typically developing children. Larger and longitudinal studies are needed to confirm these trends. Behaviourally, these emerging differences may affect anticipatory planning and observational learning, and reduce automatization of movement skill, prompting greater reliance on slower feedback‐based control and compensatory strategies. Findings of the review can be embedded in a multi‐component account of DCD that considers the interaction of individual, task, and environmental constraints. This account blends both cognitive neuroscience and classical dynamic systems (or ecological) theory.[66](#dmcn14132-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#dmcn14132-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} At the individual level, neuromaturational factors are beginning to emerge as candidates in the aetiology of DCD.

### 3.2. Towards a unified account of DCD {#dmcn14132-sec-0049}

The improved quality of experimental work on DCD over recent years has enhanced our ability to compare results across studies and to consider how findings might be integrated under a common explanatory framework (Fig. [4](#dmcn14132-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), one that considers more precisely the mutual interaction of individual, task, and environmental constraints. Whereas mechanisms research has had a traditional focus on individual‐level factors in performance, recent research suggests that we think about the notion of action constraints (and their interaction) more seriously when assessing and treating children with DCD.[68](#dmcn14132-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} The upshot of an integrated framework (or hybrid model) is that individual‐level constraints (such as internal modelling or even executive function deficits) can affect performance (or not) in variable ways, especially as a function of task difficulty/type. The causal mechanisms that determine motor performance are not linear but dynamic and interactive. Several important conclusions can be made about the body of evidence, mainly related to the themes of predictive motor control, action representation, perceptual--motor coupling, task complexity, co‐occurring cognitive issues, compensation, and persistence into adulthood.

![Multi‐component account of motor skill development showing correlates of performance in developmental coordination disorder (DCD). IMD, internal modeling deficit; EF, executive function; WMN, white matter network; MNS, mirror neuron system. \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](DMCN-61-242-g004){#dmcn14132-fig-0004}

Research has continued to address the internal modelling deficit hypothesis and the function of the mirror neuron system (MNS). The internal modelling deficit hypothesis holds reasonably well across different types of movement, but the deficit in forward planning (or predictive control) is more evident in tasks of higher complexity or those that require higher endpoint precision. Related to this, issues with action representation (in gesture imitation and motor imagery) reflect problems associated with the egocentric representation of space and possibly function of the MNS (Fig. [4](#dmcn14132-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}); neuroimaging data show differences in microstructure associated with the MNS but, on the other hand, there is also very recent evidence from functional neuroimaging that shows no differences in MNS activation between DCD and non‐DCD groups.[69](#dmcn14132-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} On balance, additional data are needed to make firmer conclusions about the role of the MNS in DCD.

In general, performance deficits tend to map to functional and structural issues in a distributed neural network that supports motor control and learning, a view that has garnered some support by structural and functional neuroimaging and electroencephalography data. This distributed network involves the MNS, visual--motor mapping, and predictive control (e.g. frontoparietal and parieto‐cerebellar structures) and corticospinal tract. However, it should be stressed again that the fidelity of neuroimaging studies is not yet sufficient to make firm conclusions. A delay in the maturation of these network structures is possible; however, we do not yet have sufficient longitudinal data to better clarify the causal connections.

Cognitive dysfunction, namely executive function, in DCD is a common finding across measures (experimental, questionnaire, and real‐world behaviour) that persists into early adulthood and, very importantly, is strongly linked to impaired planning and disorganization in daily life. With age, cognitive--motor coupling becomes increasingly important to goal‐directed action. For example, frontal executive systems are known to support the integration of working memory with attentional resource allocation -- a process called branching -- which is particularly important in dual‐task performance.[70](#dmcn14132-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} A (whole‐brain) network approach will no doubt prove important when developing models that describe such processes in DCD.[65](#dmcn14132-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} However, more cross‐cultural studies are needed to verify the impact of executive function on adaptive behaviours in young people and young adults. Moreover, it remains unclear whether dysfunction in executive function is a core symptom of DCD or a co‐occurring condition.

In general, we are seeing more evidence that motor control deficits in DCD depend on the nature of the task at hand. Deficits are especially apparent for dual tasks, and tasks that demand more precision (both spatial and temporal), more advanced planning, or that stress the system in a way that requires some adaptation/adjustment at a perceptual--motor level to maintain stability. As well, associated executive function issues (e.g. response inhibition) may also constrain the ability to implement motor control and to automate skill without the need for extended periods of practice. In general, with poor predictive control and reduced automatization, we see more reliance on slower feedback‐based control, and the need to enlist compensatory strategies to maintain 'safety' margins when performing complex or difficult skills. One hypothesis is that delays in the development of sensorimotor networks that underpin internal modelling and observational learning (via the MNS) may necessitate that the child relies more on external feedback. The weight of evidence would tend to support this broad hypothesis, but other converging data are needed. Indeed, we still know little of the specific mechanisms that explain these issues in motor control, especially in the context of development with age. Also, the issue of delay versus deviance is still unresolved. However, for the more than half of children with DCD whose motor difficulties persist into adulthood, it is tempting to say that the underlying mechanism is likely to be more than a mere developmental delay. However, until we take full account of the learning/activity history of individuals with DCD over childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood, a concrete conclusion is not possible. Clearly, well‐controlled longitudinal studies are needed to clarify the issue of deviance versus delay, particularly those that allow multilevel, growth curve analysis.

### 3.3. Clinical implications of mechanisms research {#dmcn14132-sec-0050}

The review of research on basic processes and mechanisms has several very important clinical implications. The first relates to the co‐occurrence of cognitive issues in DCD. The imperative is to assess broadly across motor and cognitive functions, taking aspects of task organization and self‐regulation also into account, not only in childhood but through adolescence and into early adulthood.

Also tempering assessment and treatment is the issue of heterogeneity in the presentation of DCD and in severity, which is evident across studies. For instance, a child may be functionally impaired and yet perform within the typical range for motor control and cognition, or the reverse may apply (typical function but impaired control). Similarly, current data do not allow us to say whether a child with mild, moderate, or severe DCD will present with a particular cluster of motor and cognitive issues. In the absence of further evidence, it remains doubly prudent for clinicians to assess comprehensively across motor and cognitive functions.

Since motor control and executive function deficits are expressed as a function of task type and difficulty, a measured approach to assessment and intervention is recommended. Clinicians are encouraged to assess movement skill in different domains by varying systematically task and environmental constraints. Identifying those specific aspects of the task that present difficulty will directly inform approaches to training, especially the scaling of difficulty which is so important in many task‐oriented approaches to training. Finally, the suggestion of neurocognitive issues in DCD (as in ADHD and other neurodevelopmental disorders) suggests that clumsiness in children should not be ignored clinically, and that it be given due consideration on its own.

4. Diagnosis and assessment {#dmcn14132-sec-0051}
---------------------------

### 4.1. Definition and criteria {#dmcn14132-sec-0052}

These CPR--DCD aim to minimize differences in interpretation and classification between the ICD‐10 and DSM‐5, because the disorders are considered to represent similar conditions.

Recommendation 2GCPWe recommend that the diagnosis of DCD is made by a medical professional or a multi‐professional team[2](#dmcn14132-note-1103){ref-type="fn"} suitably qualified to assess the individual according to the specified criteria.⇑⇑ Recommendation 3GCPWe recommend the following criteria for the diagnosis of DCD. These criteria follow closely those proposed in DSM‐5 with some minor changes, including the order of criteria III and IV: IThe acquisition and execution of coordinated motor skills is substantially below that expected given the individual\'s chronological age and sufficient opportunities to acquire age‐appropriate motor skills. IIThe motor skills deficit described in criterion I significantly and persistently interferes with the activities of everyday living appropriate to chronological age (e.g. self‐care and self‐maintenance and mobility) and impacts upon academic/school productivity, prevocational and vocational activities, leisure, and play. IIIThe motor skills deficits are not better accounted for by any other medical, neurodevelopmental, psychological, social condition, or cultural background. IVOnset of symptoms in childhood (although not always identified until adolescence or adulthood). Comment: Criterion I: The symptoms of DCD may include slowness and/or inaccuracy of motor skills performed in isolation or in combination. Criterion III: This addresses issues of aetiology with regard to DCD and is designed to facilitate differential diagnosis. Examples of conditions which may rule out or influence the diagnosis of DCD are: (1) Medical conditions: movement disorders with known aetiologies (e.g. cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, childhood arthritis), side effects of drugs (e.g. neuroleptics, chemotherapy, sedatives), sensory problems (e.g. substantial visual impairments or impairments of the vestibular organ) (2) Other neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g. severe intellectual disabilities) or other psychological disorders (e.g. anxiety, depression), or other psychological conditions (e.g. attentional problems) as primary causes of motor problems (3) Social conditions (e.g. deprivation, cultural diversity) Note: It may be difficult to differentiate between conditions that may be causal and those that may co‐occur.[3](#dmcn14132-note-1003){ref-type="fn"} For example, a child from a culture, which limits physical activity or which provides little opportunity for motor learning may present like a child with DCD (at least initially). A child with ADHD might appear to have movement problems, which are in fact caused by impulsivity and/or inattention. Especially in unclear cases, multiprofessional or repeated assessments can be helpful to differentiate. Criterion IV: The onset of symptoms is usually evidenced in infancy and childhood. The following recommendations are designed to offer guidance as to how to arrive at an accurate diagnosis of DCD. Instead of being listed according to the criteria I to IV they are given in the opposite order which is in line with how a medical professional would usually proceed with his/her examination. Thus, the process starts with: (1) considering the age and context of the child (criterion IV), (2) ruling out other medical conditions causing motor problems (criterion III), (3) taking into account the impact on activities and participation (criterion II), (4) quantifying the motor impairment (criterion I). It should be noted, however, that there are other pathways to diagnosis. For example, a child might be identified as having difficulties within a school system and be first assessed by a therapist or educational psychologist. Their assessments may show the child meets criteria I, II, and IV and only then might the child be referred to a medical doctor to exclude other conditions.⇑⇑

#### 4.1.1. Clarification of criterion III {#dmcn14132-sec-0054}

##### When DCD should not be diagnosed? {#dmcn14132-sec-0055}

DCD should not be diagnosed if: (1) motor performance cannot be assessed by a motor test (e.g. because of intellectual disability or a medical disorder); or (2) after a comprehensive assessment including clinical history, examination, and consideration of teachers' and parents' reports, the motor dysfunction can be explained by another condition including a neurological or psychosocial disorder or moderate to severe intellectual disability.

In the definition of the disorder within the ICD‐10 (F82), it is mentioned that some children may show 'marked neurodevelopmental immaturities such as choreiform movements of unsupported limbs or mirror movements and other associated motor features'.[3](#dmcn14132-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} According to the current literature and clinical experience, the roles of these motor features are still largely unclear and need further evaluation.

##### DCD and intellectual developmental disorder {#dmcn14132-sec-0056}

The problem of diagnosing DCD in children with severe cognitive delays or intellectual developmental disorder was discussed intensively. It was recognized that defining a specific IQ score below which the diagnosis of DCD is precluded seems artificial. Given the complexities of arbitrating between cut‐offs and determining discrepancy scores, it is recognized that categorical decision (above or below a specific IQ score) may be extremely difficult. Looking at the meta‐analysis on underlying mechanisms of DCD within the previous international CPR,[71](#dmcn14132-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} a specific IQ score does not seem to be helpful in distinguishing between children with DCD and children with coordination problems due to intellectual developmental disorder as the construct of DCD is now increasingly supported by neurobiological and neurophysiological findings and not restricted to global intellectual abilities.

It was agreed that the motor dysfunction should be defined as DCD if the other criteria are fulfilled and if clinical history and examination cannot explain the motor problems and their impact on daily activities by cognitive status.

##### DCD and coexisting diagnoses {#dmcn14132-sec-0057}

It is widely recognized that children with DCD often have coexisting diagnoses (Recommendation 14). It should be considered that ADHD, ASD, or conduct disorders may interfere with motor performance and testing, as well as with ADL, making interpretation of motor assessment findings difficult.

#####  {#dmcn14132-sec-0058}

Recommendation 4GCPThe symptoms of DCD are usually apparent in the early years. However, due to the large variability in normal motor development, we recommend that a formal diagnosis of DCD under the age of 5 years is only made in cases of severe impairment. In such instances, the decision to make a diagnosis should be based on the findings from at least two motor assessments carried out at least 3 months apart. Comment: Based on the persistence and the extent to which the motor problems interfere with daily life (criterion II), and after excluding other conditions that may explain the motor problems (criterion III), it should be decided whether any form of intervention should be recommended at this stage. Options will include formal intervention, the provision of opportunities for motor learning in a less formal setting, or advice plus clinical supervision.⇑⇑

##### DCD and age {#dmcn14132-sec-0059}

As in the previous version of the recommendations, there are considerable problems for the diagnosis of DCD in children below 5 years of age for the following reasons.

First, young children may show delayed motor development with a spontaneous catch up (late bloomers).

Second, the cooperation and motivation of young children for motor assessments may be variable. Thus, test performance may be unreliable and then result in poor predictive validity (criterion I).[72](#dmcn14132-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#dmcn14132-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, a study by Ellinoudis et al.[74](#dmcn14132-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} confirmed earlier results from Smits‐Engelsman et al.[75](#dmcn14132-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} indicating that motor assessment by the Movement Assessment Battery for Children, Second Edition (MABC‐2) has a good test--retest reliability and a reasonable construct validity in 3‐year‐old to 5‐year‐old children.

Third, the rate of acquisition of ADL skills is variable in children at kindergarten age. Thus, the evaluation of criterion II of the diagnostic criteria in children under 5 years is unreliable.

Finally, there are no reliable data on the value of early intervention in preventing DCD. The lack of stability of DCD diagnosed at early ages has been shown, with the exception of DCD in cases with coexisting ASD.[72](#dmcn14132-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#dmcn14132-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#dmcn14132-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} While the assessment itself may be reliable (e.g. using the Movement Assessment Battery for Children \[MABC‐1\], Chow and Henderson[77](#dmcn14132-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} repeated the assessment within 3‐week intervals, but this is not recommended because of practice effects),[78](#dmcn14132-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} a previous follow‐up study emphasized that only in definite (severe) cases of DCD being detected before school age is the disorder stable 2 to 3 years later.[79](#dmcn14132-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}

On the other hand, criterion IV emphasizes that symptoms of DCD should be present in early childhood. This means that the onset of DCD is usually during childhood but may not become fully manifest until movement challenges exceed limited capacities with respect to context and opportunities. This aspect is particularly important when assessing adolescents and adults. Recommendation 5GCPFor countries using ICD‐10: for motor problems in individuals who do not meet criteria for DCD but where criterion III is fullfilled, we recommend the ICD‐10 categories of R26, R27, or R29 be applied if appropriate⇑⇑

### 4.2. The process of assessment {#dmcn14132-sec-0060}

#### 4.2.1. Explanatory frameworks for different assessment approaches {#dmcn14132-sec-0061}

According to the evaluative review by Wilson,[80](#dmcn14132-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} the following five assessment approaches can be distinguished:

Normative functional skill approach. Assumptions about movement difficulties are largely process neutral. Approaches to assessment are descriptive, product oriented (focus on functional skills), and norm‐referenced. For example, the MABC‐2 is based on this approach.General abilities approach. The guiding assumption here is that impaired sensory--motor integration underpins both perceptual--motor problems and learning difficulties. These impairments reflect neural damage. According to this approach, basic general abilities (such as sensory--motor integration) can be measured (e.g. by the Sensory Integration and Praxis Test) and then become the focus for treatment to improve motor functions.Neurodevelopmental theory (biomedical model). Early neurological markers (e.g. clumsiness) predict disease states (e.g. minimal brain dysfunction). This may be assessed by neurodevelopmental examination. An eclectic blend of neurological and learning tasks (e.g. soft signs or minor neurological dysfunction) will be tested. Normative data on soft signs exist.[81](#dmcn14132-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#dmcn14132-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#dmcn14132-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} A new version of the examination of the Child with Minor Neurological Dysfunction is available.[84](#dmcn14132-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} The manual contains criteria, cut‐offs, and description of psychometric properties. Evidence is emerging that children with DCD often exhibit minor neurological dysfunction, in particular quite often the 'complex form of minor neurological dysfunction'.[85](#dmcn14132-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#dmcn14132-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#dmcn14132-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} This issue may deserve further attention. Advances in neuroimaging and functional imaging will provide insights into hard and soft signs of neural dysfunction. On the other hand, the role of minimal brain dysfunction and minor neurological dysfunction for the development of a theory of DCD has been questioned.[80](#dmcn14132-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}Dynamical systems approach.[88](#dmcn14132-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} This approach suggests that the child with DCD has had reduced opportunities to form movement synergies through interaction with learning tasks and environment. Assessments used within this framework include biomechanical, kinematic, and observational analyses.Cognitive neuroscience approach. It is suggested that atypical brain development creates cognitive susceptibility. Reduced learning experiences exacerbate the risk for developing DCD. Approaches to assessment tend to be oriented towards brain systems that are of known importance to the development of movement skill (e.g. internal modelling or motor imagery, and timing control linked to parieto‐cerebellar loops).

The recommendations largely reflect assessment strategies based on the normative functional skill approach as the criteria of DCD are descriptive and rely on this approach.

#### 4.2.2. General aspects on screening {#dmcn14132-sec-0062}

Early identification of children with motor impairments has been recommended.[89](#dmcn14132-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#dmcn14132-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, the diagnosis of DCD before the age of 5 years is not generally recommended. This has already been discussed (Recommendation 4).

Screening instruments for assessment of DCD are not sufficiently refined to enable highly valid and reliable results. Therefore, at present, it is not useful to screen the population for DCD. The diagnosis of DCD can only be made for a clinical population within a specified setting as described below.

Motor coordination test batteries are generally not feasible as screening protocols owing to both time and costs.

#### 4.2.3. History taking: covering criteria IV, III, II, and I (previous tests) {#dmcn14132-sec-0063}

Recommendation 6GCPTo begin any assessment process, we recommend careful history taking to support the application of all four criteria. Comment: Children: history should include the following aspects: (1) Parental report Reasons for referral and presenting problems. Family history -- to include information about the presence of developmental disorders or other genetic conditions (e.g. muscular disorders in family members). Medical history -- to include information about major accidents, diseases, neurological disorders, relevant or associated psychological problems, sensory problems (e.g. documented in previous assessments, new symptoms arising), medication regime where relevant. Developmental history -- to include information about pregnancy, birth, milestones -- motor and non‐motor; history of motor engagement (e.g. family habits, home environment, access to motor activities), social competences, and ability to interact with others. Educational history -- educational progress through nursery, pre‐school, kindergarten, and grade school, and information about any measures of academic achievement. Impact of the condition -- including impact on ADL and participation. Contextual factors -- including amount and type of previous and current intervention/support; description of current family structure, social network and relationship status (e.g. social support, living with family, extended relatives, guardians, friends or others), social‐economic status, personal resources. (2) Sources other than parents Formal documents and reports from relevant professionals and significant others (e.g. nursery, pre‐school, kindergarten and school teachers, educational psychologists, therapists). These might include: (a) Written information or interview data from other family members or significant adults if appropriate and consent is given. (b) Reports about motor functions from physical education teachers or therapists as well as other areas of interest (as per the ICF): participation and levels of physical activity, environmental factors, support systems, individual/personal factors, etc. (c) Reports concerning cognitive functions (e.g. IQ data, scores on working memory, attention, other tests). (d) Reports concerning academic achievement. (e) Reports concerning behaviour that might bear on differential diagnosis and/or possible dual diagnosis (e.g. ADHD, ASD, learning disorders). (3) Child Self‐reports Adapted questionnaires⇑⇑

#### 4.2.4. Clinical examination: covering criteria III and II {#dmcn14132-sec-0064}

In addition to the exploration of the history, clinical examination is mainly necessary to exclude the presence of other medical conditions that may explain motor impairment. The aim of the neurological status is to rule out other movement disorders and to support criterion III. A comprehensive clinical examination should be performed to verify that the disturbance is not due to a psychosocial condition (e.g. deprivation, child abuse) and/or general medical condition (e.g. cerebral palsy, hemiplegia, or muscular dystrophy).

Exclusion of neurological disorders such as corticospinal, cerebellar, extrapyramidal, or neuromuscular origin. Signs of neurometabolic disorders or of acquired neurological disorders (prenatal, perinatal, postnatal), peripheral neurological disorders. Since the previous GCP, no further studies on the diagnostic value of minor neurological dysfunction or the soft signs exhibited by individuals with DCD have been found.

A behavioural and cognitive evaluation is recommended for all children with DCD because attentional disorders, learning disorders, and ASD are frequent co‐occurances. If features of maladaptive behavioural or emotional issues exist, further examination according to the respective guidelines is necessary.

If there is a normal history of school and academic achievements, cognitive function does not need to be evaluated by objective measures (e.g. IQ testing). However, a test for intellectual ability is recommended, if there is any doubt.

Recommendation 7GCPWe recommend problem‐oriented clinical observation and examination. Comment: The clinical observation/examination should include an evaluation of the following. Neurological status (e.g. exclusion of other movement disorders or neurological dysfunctions, a rapid change or deterioration in motor functioning). Medical status (e.g. obesity, hypothyroidism, genetic syndromes, malnutrition, joint problems). Sensory status (e.g. vision, audition, tactile and proprioceptive functioning, vestibular functioning). Other neurodevelopmental disorders and psychological status (e.g. ASD‐type behaviours, self‐esteem, depression, anxiety). Cognitive status (e.g. attention, memory, verbal and non‐verbal reasoning, executive functioning), especially if there is a history of learning difficulties at school. Observation of motor activities (e.g. playing, drawing, dressing, undressing).⇑⇑

#### 4.2.5. Specific history and questionnaires: covering criterion II {#dmcn14132-sec-0065}

Recommendation 8GCPWe recommend that the complete assessment considers ADL (e.g., self‐care and self‐maintenance), academic/school productivity, prevocational or vocational activities, leisure, sports, and play. We recommend that this information be gathered from multiple sources such as: self‐reports, reports of parents, health care/educational professionals, and relevant others. Comment: Because language is involved, handwriting and keyboarding are areas of motor competence that should be assessed separately.⇑⇑

By definition, ADL implies cultural differences. When applying this criterion, it is therefore crucial to consider the context in which the child is living and whether the child has had appropriate opportunities to learn and practise different skills that would be considered typical within their respective home and community settings (Recommendation 3, criterion I).

Establishing a direct link between poor motor incoordination and academic achievement is complex. However, the specific skill of handwriting is usually affected, and is known to adversely influence academic achievement owing to slow, inaccurate, and/or illegible penmanship and output. Therefore, academic achievement should be assessed.

The complete assessment should reflect culturally relevant developmental norms.

#### 4.2.6. Evidence‐based analysis of DCD questionnaires {#dmcn14132-sec-0066}

The results of the systematic review on DCD questionnaires are shown in Appendix [S2](#dmcn14132-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Table [SII](#dmcn14132-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The sensitivity and specificity are highly variable and depend on the person who completed the questionnaire and the sample (clinical or population‐based). Researchers have previously argued for motor‐based questionnaires that are completed by the child,[89](#dmcn14132-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#dmcn14132-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} teachers,[92](#dmcn14132-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}, [93](#dmcn14132-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#dmcn14132-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} and/or parents.[90](#dmcn14132-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}

While the Developmental Coordination Disorder Parent Questionnaire (DCDQ),[95](#dmcn14132-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} its revised version (DCDQ‐R),[4](#dmcn14132-note-1004){ref-type="fn"} [96](#dmcn14132-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} and the teacher questionnaire MABC‐2 checklist (MABC‐2‐C)[97](#dmcn14132-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}, [98](#dmcn14132-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} all focus on the individual\'s activity level (e.g. self‐care, ball skills), they do contain items that refer and relate to underlying body functions.

The DCDQ/DCDQ‐R has been validated most frequently in the literature. In addition to the CPR--DCD in 2012, nine additional studies have been found (Appendix [S2](#dmcn14132-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Table [SII](#dmcn14132-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Further, the DCDQ‐R has been extended towards children of 3 years and 4 years of age: the Little DCD Questionnaire or Little DCDQ.[99](#dmcn14132-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} Three studies have been found so far.[99](#dmcn14132-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}, [100](#dmcn14132-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}, [101](#dmcn14132-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, the MABC‐2‐C has been much less examined. There is only one additional study on the MABC‐2‐C.[102](#dmcn14132-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}

#### Further questionnaires and assessments {#dmcn14132-sec-0067}

Although several other questionnaires and observation forms exist, these instruments have only been researched in single studies (Appendix [S2](#dmcn14132-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, no recommendations can be made at present.

Other scales and questionnaires also exist; but these 'unspecific' instruments do not verify the diagnosis of DCD. However, the information gathered may be useful. Some examples are as follows: (1) Early Years Motor Skills Checklist;[103](#dmcn14132-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} (2) Children Activity Scales for Parents and Children Activity Scales for Teachers;[104](#dmcn14132-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} (3) The Handwriting Proficiency Screening Questionnaire[105](#dmcn14132-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} for teachers/parents report and the Handwriting Proficiency Screening Questionnaire‐Children[106](#dmcn14132-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} for the child\'s self‐report about handwriting difficulties; (4) My Child\'s Play, a parent questionnaire designed to detect the play characteristics of young children aged 3 to 6 years suspected for DCD.[107](#dmcn14132-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}, [108](#dmcn14132-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}

Furthermore, there are self‐reports for children, most of which measure aspects of self‐efficacy for movement and self‐esteem: (1) The All About Me Scale;[109](#dmcn14132-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}, [110](#dmcn14132-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} (2) The Perceived Efficacy and Goal Setting System;[109](#dmcn14132-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}, [111](#dmcn14132-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"} (3) The Childrens Self‐Perceptions of Adequacy in and Predilection for Physical Activity.[89](#dmcn14132-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#dmcn14132-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} This last scale has been examined mainly by one research group. Several terms in it are specific to North America (e.g. the different settings for participation).

Although these instruments may provide an idea of how the child perceives their disorder, such self‐reports are not confirmed to be specific and sensitive assessment tools for the diagnosis of DCD.

There is a clear need for research that evaluates the validity of these assessment instruments, especially their associations with the relevant aspects of DCD.

The DCDDaily[112](#dmcn14132-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}, [113](#dmcn14132-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} is a parent questionnaire, which exclusively examines ADL. The DCDDaily Questionnaire seems to be a valid and reliable (only internal consistency) questionnaire about children\'s acquisition of performance and regular participation in ADL. It is the first questionnaire to provide insight into the broad range of ADL that children with DCD seem to struggle with every day.

Observation forms may become a useful tool to standardize clinical examination. An example completed by teachers is the Motor Observation Questionnaire for Teachers.[114](#dmcn14132-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}, [115](#dmcn14132-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}, [116](#dmcn14132-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}

The Performance Quality Rating Scale[117](#dmcn14132-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"} allows observers to rate a client\'s performance on a client‐selected activity according to a set scoring system. This tool may be very useful for treatment planning, monitoring, and evaluation.

The Do‐Eat is a real‐life performance‐based assessment with a parent questionnaire.[118](#dmcn14132-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"} It evaluates both the child\'s actual performance and the sensory--motor and executive control as underlying mechanisms. The Do‐Eat was validated among children with DCD.[118](#dmcn14132-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}

Kirby et al.[119](#dmcn14132-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"} created and studied an Adult Developmental Coordination Disorder/Dyspraxia Checklist (ADC).

In conclusion, the only questionnaire with a good LOE is the DCDQ‐R. Other questionnaires and assessments -- especially those using direct observation to focus on ADL, play, and other childhood activities -- may be very helpful and therefore should be examined further. Multiple questionnaires and assessments will help clinicians gain a more complete picture of the child\'s everyday activities and self‐perception. A broad range of assessments will also be useful in multidisciplinary centres and other settings.

Recommendation 9GCPWe recommend that, if possible, the measure(s) used to collect information on the DCD related characteristics of an individual, has appropriate standardization. These measures (e.g., questionnaires, observational assessment tools) may be completed by parents, teachers, the child himself/herself, or significant others in the child\'s life.⇑⇑ Recommendation 10LOEWe suggest that that the DCDQ‐R is used in a clinical setting as supplementary information in the diagnosis of children with DCD. Comment: Athough many questionnaires (e.g. MABC‐2‐C, Motor Observation Questionnaire for Teachers, DCDDaily Questionnaire) are available, the DCDQ\'s psychometric properties have been studied most extensively and therefore can be suggested as offering supplementary information on motor‐related problems. The DCDQ‐R has been shown to be a useful adjunct in studies using clinical samples. However, the DCDQ‐R should not be used in population‐based screening as it has been shown that the sensitivity is too low to identify children with DCD in the general population.LOE 2, level B

#### 4.2.7. Criterion I: objective assessment of motor proficiency {#dmcn14132-sec-0068}

##### Assessment with standardized tests {#dmcn14132-sec-0069}

To substantiate the motor difficulties associated with the definition of DCD, an appropriate, valid, reliable, and standardized motor test (norm‐referenced) should be used. Numerous tests measure motor functioning, but only a few have been designed and tested for the assessment of the diagnosis DCD.

#### Assessments on motor functions according to criterion I {#dmcn14132-sec-0070}

In addition to the clinical examination, which is focused primarily on the level of body structure and functions, assessment using one of the following standardized tests is more focused on the level of activities.

Within the literature search interval from 1995 to January 2010, 19 studies examining the MABC‐1[97](#dmcn14132-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} were found. Five studies examined the Bruininks‐Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency,[120](#dmcn14132-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"} three studies (including one from 2010) used the Körperkoordinationstest für Kinder (KTK),[121](#dmcn14132-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"} and three studies were conducted on the Züricher Neuromotorik (Zurich Neuromotor Assessment Battery \[ZNA\]).[122](#dmcn14132-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"} The last two tests have not been validated for the specific diagnosis of DCD. The McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular Dysfunction[123](#dmcn14132-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"} has also been used in several studies of DCD and has shown good convergent validity (see, for example, Brantner et al.).[124](#dmcn14132-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}

Within the literature search interval from 2011 to March 2017, 13 studies were conducted on the MABC‐2, three examined the Bruininks‐Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency, Second Edition (BOT‐2), and 11 examined one of these tests along with others. Other tests such as the KTK (two studies), ZNA (two studies), or the McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular Dysfunction (one study) have received little study or have not been used for validation in children with DCD.

#### The MABC‐2 {#dmcn14132-sec-0071}

The MABC‐1[97](#dmcn14132-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} and its revised version the MABC‐2[98](#dmcn14132-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} are by far the most commonly used and best‐examined test (Appendix [S2](#dmcn14132-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Table [SI](#dmcn14132-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Apart from the English version, the MABC‐2 is published in 10 countries and languages (Slovenian, Italian, French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, and Czech).

The MABC‐2 is a norm‐referenced test for children aged 3 to 16 years, with three age group splits. The former version, MABC‐1, was designed for children aged 4 to 12 years and split into four age groups. Numerous studies conducted on the MABC‐2 were not designed to examine test criteria, but factors that influence the test criteria. Thus, only studies with representative samples and sound methodological background were included in the evaluation.

##### Psychometric properties of the MABC‐2 {#dmcn14132-sec-0072}

The studies on the MABC‐2 show good to excellent interrater reliability, good to excellent test--retest reliability, and fair to good validity (construct validity and concurrent validity with BOT‐2). The specificity seems to be good (0.8--0.9) and the sensitivity (0.7--0.8) is lower in general.[75](#dmcn14132-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [125](#dmcn14132-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}, [126](#dmcn14132-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}, [127](#dmcn14132-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}, [128](#dmcn14132-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}, [129](#dmcn14132-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}, [130](#dmcn14132-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}

##### Limitations of the MABC‐2 {#dmcn14132-sec-0073}

There is a lack of research on the discriminant validity of the MABC‐2. As for any motor test, attentional problems may interfere with performance on the MABC‐2 and there may be variability when repeating the measurement. However, in one study, the MABC‐2 produced reliable results in repeated assessments over a 20‐day interval and seemed responsive to change in children with DCD who were enrolled in a rehabilitation programme for a 6‐month period.[131](#dmcn14132-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}

A further problem may be the scaling of the reference values (e.g. with 'floor effects' in age band 1, which is for children aged 3--6y). The 'discontinuation' of the scales moving from one age band to another may be a problem in longitudinal comparisons, especially as children move from kindergarten to school age or when first‐grade children are compared (6--7y). These age ranges are often critical for DCD diagnosis and treatment monitoring. No effects of sex have been found. This finding is in contrast to the findings of the BOT‐2.[132](#dmcn14132-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}, [133](#dmcn14132-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}

##### Comments on the MABC‐2 {#dmcn14132-sec-0074}

The MABC‐2 and its previous version the MABC‐1 are by far the most used and best studied standardized motor test for individuals with DCD. The MABC‐2 test includes eight tasks to assess manual dexterity (three tasks), aiming and catching (two tasks), and balance (three tasks) across three age bands (3--6y, 7--10y, 11--16y). The second edition was published with UK norms. However, the norms need to be adapted for different countries because, for example, Dutch norms have been found to be different from UK norms.[134](#dmcn14132-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"} The specificity seems to be very good; however, the sensitivity seems to be fair.

As it pertains to the diagnosis of DCD, the MABC‐2 is regarded as moderate to good overall.

#### BOT‐2 {#dmcn14132-sec-0075}

Apart from the MABC‐2, the Bruininks‐Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency[120](#dmcn14132-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"} and its revised version the BOT‐2 are often used in clinical practice and studies for individuals with DCD.

Through eight subtests, which measure 53 items and result in four motor composites and a total motor composite, this test assesses a wide array of motor skills in individuals. Skills measured include precision, coordination, speed and dexterity of upper limbs, the speed of response, and visual--motor control. It is also used to assess coordination of bilateral movements, the maintenance of an individual\'s balance, running and general agility, and strength of movement. The BOT‐2 provides broad norms (aged 4--21y). These age norms have 4‐month intervals in preschool children, half‐year intervals in school children, and full‐year intervals in adolescents older than 14 years. The instrument has separate norms for each sex. The BOT‐2 is available in English with American norms and in German with norms from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.[133](#dmcn14132-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"} The German norms were provided for children from 4 to 14 years 11 months.

##### Psychometric properties of the BOT‐2 {#dmcn14132-sec-0076}

As in the previous version of the CPR, the BOT‐2 shows good to excellent reliability, fairly good validity (construct and concurrent validity with MABC‐2), and good specificity. However, the American version of the BOT‐2 has lower sensitivity than the MABC‐2. The German version has been shown to have very good sensitivity.[135](#dmcn14132-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"} Primary strengths of the BOT‐2 include: (1) the manual contains photographs which help to minimize language demands and provide extra cues for examiners that further support standard and efficient test administration; (2) the face validity of the items reflects typical childhood motor activities (e.g. ball skills, movement, paper/pencil activities, card sorting); (3) the construct validation of the test is good; (4) moderate to strong interrater and test--retest reliabilities for both the total motor composite and the short form; and (5) the norms are relatively up to date and reflect the demographics of the USA. In 2012 and 2013, the BOT‐2 was completely restandardized for children aged 4 to 14 years in German‐speaking countries.[133](#dmcn14132-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"} Reliability and validity measures being examined so far seem to be even better than in the original USA standardization sample.

##### Limitations of the BOT‐2 {#dmcn14132-sec-0077}

Limitations include: (1) weak test--retest reliabilities for some subtests as well as for certain motor composites for some age groups, which constrain confidence in the use of these scores; (2) the scoring process is time intensive and tedious (e.g. errors are likely to occur owing to the multiple step process and the characteristics of the record form and norm tables); (3) in contrast to the MABC‐2, single items are short and therefore less vulnerable to attentional fluctuations. However, the duration of the long version may be difficult in children with attentional problems; and (4) the items for 4‐year‐old children may be too difficult (floor effect).[136](#dmcn14132-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"}

In sum, the LOE for the quality and suitability of the Bruininks‐Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency/BOT‐2 is rated as moderate (LOE 2); however, in general, the evidence is weaker than for the MABC‐1/MABC‐2. Regardless, the original American standardization population and recently conducted standardization sample for German‐speaking countries is large and seems convincing. This also applies to the reference values in young children, including those within the 4‐month interval groups.

#### Other tests {#dmcn14132-sec-0078}

Several other tests that assess motor functions are found in the literature, but they have not been evaluated with respect to the diagnosis of DCD (level 0, LOE 3). In most tests, there are only one to three published papers on test criteria (LOE 2--3). However, they may be suitable for testing motor abilities. Examples of these tests include the following.

The ZNA[122](#dmcn14132-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"} examines motor abilities (e.g. finger tapping), motor skills (e.g. static balance, pegboard, rope jumping), and associated movements (e.g. movement quality, soft signs) in 5‐year‐old to 18‐year‐old Swiss children and adolescents. Several studies have been published assessing the test--retest, interobserver and intraobserver reliability,[137](#dmcn14132-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"} construct validity,[138](#dmcn14132-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"} and the validity of the ZNA in children born preterm.[139](#dmcn14132-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}, [140](#dmcn14132-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"} Studies also presented age‐related normative values (centiles)[81](#dmcn14132-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#dmcn14132-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [141](#dmcn14132-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"} and examined the influence of age, sex, and left‐handedness on the motor tasks.[83](#dmcn14132-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}, [141](#dmcn14132-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"} There is now a study on concurrent validity of the ZNA with the MABC‐2 showing moderate correlations and suggesting that both tests possibly measure different contructs (e.g. the ZNA focuses more on body functions than the MABC‐2).[142](#dmcn14132-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}

The KTK[121](#dmcn14132-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"} assesses the general coordination of children, with four subtests. It was recently published as the third revised edition.[143](#dmcn14132-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"} The most important requirement for test procedures is the need for actual norms,[144](#dmcn14132-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"} because the KTK was criticized for having outdated norms from 1973 and 1974. In 2014, Schilling presented 'norm values' that were calculated as secondary data from other studies using similar test items in different studies.[145](#dmcn14132-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"} The KTK has not been specifically used to assess children with DCD.

The Peabody Developmental Motor Scales, Second Edition[146](#dmcn14132-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"} is a quantitative and qualitative assessment of gross motor and fine motor development in young children (birth--5y). It is based on an age‐stratified sample of 2000 children. It may be useful for descriptive and evaluative use in children younger than 4 years. Recently, it has been correlated with the MABC‐2, showing moderate concurrent validity. Furthermore, reliability was fairly good for the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales, Second Edition.[134](#dmcn14132-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}, [147](#dmcn14132-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"}

The Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Third Edition[148](#dmcn14132-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"} is a comprehensive developmental test, designed to evaluate motor, language, and cognitive functions in infants and toddlers, age up to 3 years. The motor subscale may be useful for descriptive and evaluative purposes, especially when identifying early motor dysfunctions within a general developmental assessment. Frijters et al.[125](#dmcn14132-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"} have shown it had a good correlation (*p*=0.7) with MABC‐2 results in children aged 36--48 months.

The Zuk Assessment[149](#dmcn14132-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"} tool is reliable when assessing typically developing children and it seems on par with the MABC‐2, for comparable reliability and validity measures were found when it was studied against the MABC‐2.[149](#dmcn14132-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}

The Test of Gross Motor Development, Second Edition[150](#dmcn14132-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"} has been examined in one study.[151](#dmcn14132-bib-0151){ref-type="ref"} It shows weak to moderate correlations with MABC‐2.

#### Handwriting {#dmcn14132-sec-0079}

Handwriting is an important everyday activity. Therefore, testing may help to support criterion II. Handwriting has been shown as highly discriminative in children who have developmental disorders.[152](#dmcn14132-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"} The same researchers found a significant group difference in the kinematics, relative size, and other handwriting measures. There was an accuracy rate of 94.9% for the diagnosis of developmental disorders. Further studies indicate a predictive validity of handwriting with respect to the diagnosis of DCD.[153](#dmcn14132-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"}, [154](#dmcn14132-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"}, [155](#dmcn14132-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"} However, more studies are needed as it is not yet clear whether handwriting is an important 'general' marker for identifying children with DCD, or, if in certain cases, some children with DCD also present with co‐occurring handwriting problems.

The Handwriting Proficiency Screening Questionnaire may be used in school‐aged children with DCD and poor handwriting function.[105](#dmcn14132-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} It is a practical, non‐language‐dependent observational questionnaire developed to detect handwriting difficulties and their impact. The 10 items in the Handwriting Proficiency Screening Questionnaire cover the most important indicators of handwriting deficiencies in three domains: (1) legibility (three items); (2) performance time (three items); and (3) physical and emotional well‐being (four items). These 10 items are scored on a five‐point Likert scale, ranging from 1 ('never') to 5 ('always'), with higher scores indicating poorer performance. The Handwriting Proficiency Screening Questionnaire\'s content validity, internal reliability, and interrater and test--retest reliability have been established among school‐aged children,[105](#dmcn14132-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} and discriminant validity was exhibited among children with DCD.[154](#dmcn14132-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"}, [155](#dmcn14132-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"} The reliability and validity of a child\'s self‐report version was recently confirmed.[106](#dmcn14132-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}

The Systematische Opsporing van Schrijfproblemen (SOS)/Beknopte Beoordelingsmethode voor KinderHandschriften[156](#dmcn14132-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"}, [157](#dmcn14132-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}, [158](#dmcn14132-bib-0158){ref-type="ref"}, [159](#dmcn14132-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"} (Dutch norms, French norms) (Concise Assessment Methods for Children\'s Handwriting)[156](#dmcn14132-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"} is a tool designed to screen the handwriting quality of elementary‐school students on the basis of a completed piece of cursive writing. The writing task consists of copying a standard text in 5 minutes, or at least five lines if the child is a very slow writer. The text is copied on unruled paper. The test offers 13 criteria to evaluate the quality of the handwriting product. The test also evaluates speed of writing. The interrater agreement between pairs of raters has been reported to vary between *r*=0.71 and 0.89, with a median of *r*=0.82. Furthermore, the correlation between the Beknopte Beoordelingsmethode voor KinderHandschriften and the Dysgraphia Scale is reported to be 0.78.[159](#dmcn14132-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"}

For the SOS, the most discriminating items were selected from the Beknopte Beoordelingsmethode voor KinderHandschriften, reformulated, and concretized to develop the SOS test.[160](#dmcn14132-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"} Writing speed is measured by counting the number of letters.[161](#dmcn14132-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"} Criterion validity with the Beknopte Beoordelingsmethode voor KinderHandschriften is good (*r*=0.80--0.88, *p*=0.01).[160](#dmcn14132-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"}, [162](#dmcn14132-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"} The SOS is now available as s revised version in Dutch (SOS‐2‐NL),[163](#dmcn14132-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"} Flemish (SOS‐2‐FL), and English.[164](#dmcn14132-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"} A German adaptation (Systematische Erfassung motorischer Schreibstörungen) is in preparation.[165](#dmcn14132-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"}, [166](#dmcn14132-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}

The Detailed Assessment of Speed of Handwriting[167](#dmcn14132-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"}, [168](#dmcn14132-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"} assesses speed of handwriting in 9‐year‐old to 16‐year‐olds, with an extension for older students aged 17 to 25 years.[169](#dmcn14132-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"} The Detailed Assessment of Speed of Handwriting includes a sentence‐copying task (with 'best' and 'fast' conditions), alphabet writing, and a 10‐minute 'free' writing task. The test yields a total standard score plus a profile across the different tasks. Interrater reliability is reported as above 0.99 for each of the four main tasks and test--retest reliability as 0.85 for the total score.[167](#dmcn14132-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"} The Detailed Assessment of Speed of Handwriting is sensitive to differences in age and distinguishes clinical and non‐clinical groups.[167](#dmcn14132-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"} It has been used to identify and describe handwriting difficulties in children with DCD.[170](#dmcn14132-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"}, [171](#dmcn14132-bib-0171){ref-type="ref"}

Other useful instruments for diagnosing a handwriting disorder include the Minnesota Handwriting Assessment,[172](#dmcn14132-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"} the Diagnosis and Remediation of Handwriting Problems,[173](#dmcn14132-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"} Children\'s Handwriting Evaluation Scale‐Manuscript,[174](#dmcn14132-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"} Evaluation Tool of Children\'s Handwriting,[175](#dmcn14132-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"} and Test of Legible Handwriting.[176](#dmcn14132-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"}

On the basis of the literature search, the following recommendations can be made.

Recommendation 11GCPWe recommend the use of an appropriate motor test that measures different areas of motor competence, has good reliability and validity, and has population‐based standardization (appropriately norm‐referenced). The test should measure different types of motor skills to describe one\'s motor competence or difficulties. Comment: Because language is involved, handwriting and keyboarding are areas of motor competence that should be assessed separately with standardized and psychometrically sound measures.⇑⇑

Recommendation 12LOEWe suggest criterion I be satisfied by using the MABC‐2 or the BOT‐2. Comment: At present there are no biological markers that provide definitive cut‐off points for diagnosing DCD (or any other developmental disorder). Consequently, statistically defined criteria must suffice. In the absence of generally accepted cut‐offs for identifying DCD, and in addition to the other criteria being satisfied, it is recommended that when using the MABC‐2 or other equivalent objective measures, the 16th centile (1SD) for the total score (standard score of ≤7) should be used as a cut‐off. Scores at or below the fifth centile should be considered as unequivocal evidence of DCD, provided the child meets all other criteria.LOE 2, level B

In a comprehensive review, a distinction between clinical diagnostic criteria and research criteria was postulated.[177](#dmcn14132-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"} The international expert group also emphasizes that the purpose for clinicians and researchers may be different. For clinicians, it is important not to miss children in need of adequate support. Limited sensitivity of the present motor test battery and specific deficits relevant for daily activities in certain areas (e.g. balance or dexterity) would mean that a large number of children with moderate DCD would be missed if using the fifth centile. Several studies comparing the sensitivity and specificity of the MABC‐1/MABC‐2 with other measures also used 1SD (16th centile), finding reasonably good agreement between the measures.[178](#dmcn14132-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"}, [179](#dmcn14132-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"}, [180](#dmcn14132-bib-0180){ref-type="ref"}, [181](#dmcn14132-bib-0181){ref-type="ref"}, [182](#dmcn14132-bib-0182){ref-type="ref"} This view is also supported when population‐based data are analysed.[7](#dmcn14132-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#dmcn14132-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} It is therefore plausible to use a cut‐off level of the 16th centile (1SD) in addition to criteria II and III.

Recommendation 13GCPIf there are clear indications of increased risk for DCD from the history and clinical examination (criteria IV, III, and II), and the results of one standardized motor test are above specified cut‐off criteria, we recommend the use of a second standardized motor test or a second examination by another expert. Comment: All studies confirm that the currently available motor tests have a sensitivity below 90%. That means at least 10% of children with relevant motor problems are missed by one test (e.g. the MABC‐2). If there are clear clinical signs, a second assessment should take place with a different test (e.g. BOT‐2) along with examination.⇑⇑

**Research note 1** Further studies of reliability and validity on the clinical reference standard are required.

### 4.3. Comorbidities/co‐occurring conditions {#dmcn14132-sec-0080}

There is strong evidence that DCD is combined with several emotional, social, and learning disorders.[183](#dmcn14132-bib-0183){ref-type="ref"} In several children, it cannot always be determined to what extent behavioural problems are coexisting disorders or the consequences of long‐standing negative experiences with clumsiness in everyday life. Kaplan et al.[184](#dmcn14132-bib-0184){ref-type="ref"} questioned the term 'comorbidity' as there is large overlap between DCD, learning disorders, and ADHD. They prefer the term 'atypical brain development'. However, the group of international experts working on these recommendations decided to adopt the concept of co‐ocurring conditions because it seems more appropriate to look for distinct disorders when conducting assessments and when setting and choosing priorities for intervention.

#### 4.3.1. Co‐occurring disorders {#dmcn14132-sec-0081}

ADHD has been reported to be the most frequent co‐occurring disorder with DCD. Several studies -- mostly examining clinical samples -- suggest a rate of 50% or higher.[185](#dmcn14132-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"} Data from population‐based studies also suggest that about half of those diagnosed with DCD and half of those diagnosed with ADHD have combined problems.[16](#dmcn14132-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Kadesjö and Gillberg[16](#dmcn14132-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} describe the overlap of children with ADHD and those with motor difficulties (Fig. [5](#dmcn14132-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest that children with motor problems alone ('DCD') have a similar prevalence as children with ADHD alone. The overlap seems to be about 50%. This means that ADHD and DCD have to be regarded as similarly frequent.

![Prevalences in a population of 7‐year‐old children with attention‐deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) only, developmental coordination disorder (DCD) only, and ADHD/DCD combined.[16](#dmcn14132-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}](DMCN-61-242-g005){#dmcn14132-fig-0005}

In a further paper, Kadesjö and Gillberg[17](#dmcn14132-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} described and used the features of 7‐year‐old Swedish children diagnosed with DCD to predict their reading comprehension at age 10 years. They found that the features of DCD itself remained stable within an additional 1‐year follow‐up. In a further population‐based study, Kadesjö and Gillberg[186](#dmcn14132-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"} found that 87% of children with ADHD had comorbidities. In fact, Miyahara et al.[187](#dmcn14132-bib-0187){ref-type="ref"} also found that the ADHD and DCD combination seems to be more common in clinical and support groups (55% and 54% respectively) than in school groups (35%).

A further study emphasizes the important clinical role of DCD in context with ADHD. In a 22‐year longitudinal, community‐based follow‐up study, Rasmussen and Gillberg[188](#dmcn14132-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"} found that individuals with co‐occurring ADHD and DCD had a much worse outcome than those with ADHD without DCD. Antisocial personality disorder, alcohol abuse, criminal offending, reading disorders, and low educational level were over‐represented in the ADHD/DCD group (58% vs 13% in the ADHD group without DCD).

The co‐occurence of DCD and specific language impairment has been shown in up to 70% of the children with language problems.[25](#dmcn14132-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [189](#dmcn14132-bib-0189){ref-type="ref"}, [190](#dmcn14132-bib-0190){ref-type="ref"}, [191](#dmcn14132-bib-0191){ref-type="ref"}, [192](#dmcn14132-bib-0192){ref-type="ref"} A recent study showed that DCD is present in about one‐third of children with specific language impairment.[193](#dmcn14132-bib-0193){ref-type="ref"} In this study, children with co‐occurring specific language impairment and DCD differed from children with specific language impairment without DCD; specifically, the specific language impairment and DCD group obtained significantly lower mean overall‐domain, motor‐domain, autonomy‐domain, and cognitive‐domain quality of life scores. Additionally, atypical speech lateralization in adults with DCD has recently been demonstrated.[194](#dmcn14132-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"}

An important finding of a large British epidemiological study was that children with severe DCD were more likely to have co‐occurring ophthalmological abnormalities. Increased odds ratios were found for abnormal sensory fusion at near (odds ratio \[95% confidence interval\]) (1.98 \[1.13--3.48\]) and distance (2.59 \[1.16--5.79\]); motor fusion (1.74 \[1.07--2.84\]); reduced stereoacuity (2.75 \[1.78--4.23\]); hypermetropia (2.29 \[1.1--4.57\]) and anisometropia (2.27 \[1.13--4.60\]).[195](#dmcn14132-bib-0195){ref-type="ref"} Because of the co‐occurrence, common pathways of insufficient ocular accommodation and DCD are suggested.[196](#dmcn14132-bib-0196){ref-type="ref"}

Increased ophthalmological problems have to be recognized when children with DCD have reading and writing problems. The presence of DCD and reading and/or writing disorders have been known for a long time.[27](#dmcn14132-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [184](#dmcn14132-bib-0184){ref-type="ref"}, [197](#dmcn14132-bib-0197){ref-type="ref"}, [198](#dmcn14132-bib-0198){ref-type="ref"}

A Taiwanese study, however, showed that there were no significant differences between children with DCD and typically developing children in their scores on the Chinese Reading Achievement Test and in their reading composite scores on the Basic Reading and Writing Test. These results contrasted interestingly with those obtained from English‐speaking children: English‐speaking children with DCD showed poorer reading and poorer writing than typically developing English‐speaking children.[199](#dmcn14132-bib-0199){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that there are fairly specific perceptual involvements in individuals with DCD.

More recently, specific coexisting mathematical problems have also been shown in children who struggle with incoordination. Specifically, children with DCD had lower performance in non‐symbolic and symbolic number comparison tasks than typically developing children. When compared with age‐matched individuals, children with DCD performed significantly worse for number fact retrieval and procedural calculation.[28](#dmcn14132-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [200](#dmcn14132-bib-0200){ref-type="ref"}

Coexisting learning disorders have been interpreted as an indicator for severity and for perceptual--motor dysfunction.[201](#dmcn14132-bib-0201){ref-type="ref"} This has been confirmed in a recent study,[202](#dmcn14132-bib-0202){ref-type="ref"} in which children with severe motor difficulties demonstrated a higher risk of difficulties in ADL, handwriting, attention, reading, and social cognition than those with moderate motor difficulties, who in turn had a higher risk of difficulties than comparison children in these five out of seven domains.

Kastner and Petermann[203](#dmcn14132-bib-0203){ref-type="ref"} looked for cognitive deficits in children with DCD. Children with DCD scored below average in the Hamburg‐Wechsler‐Intelligenztest für Kinder/Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition (verbal comprehension, perception reasoning, working memory, and processing speed). Their general IQ scores were found to be 1SD below the same scores of the comparison group. Other studies report fewer differences in total IQ.[204](#dmcn14132-bib-0204){ref-type="ref"} Alloway et al.[205](#dmcn14132-bib-0205){ref-type="ref"} also found selective deficits in visuospatial short‐term and working memory in children with DCD. In the same study they found deficits in verbal short‐term and working memory in children with language impairments.

ASD is also reported to be associated with DCD.[191](#dmcn14132-bib-0191){ref-type="ref"}, [206](#dmcn14132-bib-0206){ref-type="ref"}, [207](#dmcn14132-bib-0207){ref-type="ref"} In a population‐based study, a comorbidity of ASD was found in 10 out of 122 children with severe DCD and in nine out of 222 children with moderate DCD.[7](#dmcn14132-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} The inverse has also been found, with 79% of children diagnosed with an ASD having definite movement impairments consistent with DCD.[208](#dmcn14132-bib-0208){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, these results show that more than 90% of children with DCD have no ASD. Taking into account these findings, the idea of a common aetiology of DCD, ADHD, learning disorders, and autism should be discussed with great care.

An over‐representation of DCD in preterm and low‐birthweight children (about 2:1) is known and has been emphasized in more recent studies.[7](#dmcn14132-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [209](#dmcn14132-bib-0209){ref-type="ref"}, [210](#dmcn14132-bib-0210){ref-type="ref"}, [211](#dmcn14132-bib-0211){ref-type="ref"}

#### 4.3.2. Co‐occurring disorders and genetic aetiology of DCD {#dmcn14132-sec-0082}

A genetic study[212](#dmcn14132-bib-0212){ref-type="ref"} of a large group of twins confirmed consistent co‐occurring disorders of DCD with other conditions in severe cases only (latent classes 5--7; Table [7](#dmcn14132-tbl-0007){ref-type="table"}). One cluster of children exhibited severe reading disorders with fine motor functions and handwriting problems, and one other cluster displayed problems with movement control and gross motor planning. Of interest is that this twin study was able to show that the motor symptoms of DCD were, in most cases, distinct from behavioural features such as conduct disorder and ADHD.

###### 

Co‐occurring disorders of DCD with learning and behavioural disorders, cluster analysis in a large twin study[212](#dmcn14132-bib-0212){ref-type="ref"}

  Latent class[a](#dmcn14132-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}   Clinical feature                                                                                         Frequency[a](#dmcn14132-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}   \%[a](#dmcn14132-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  1                                                      Unaffected                                                                                               1957                                                62
  2                                                      Moderate inattentive‐impulsive with ODD                                                                  440                                                 14
  3                                                      Severe reading problems with moderate fine motor/handwriting                                             267                                                 9
  4                                                      Control during movement with moderate gross motor planning                                               201                                                 6
  5                                                      Inattentive‐impulsive with reading problems, ODD, fine motor and general control                         140                                                 4
  6                                                      Inattentive‐impulsive with ODD                                                                           114                                                 4
  7                                                      Moderate to severe for combined ADHD, reading disorder, ODD, and DCD scales with some conduct disorder   29                                                  1
  Total                                                                                                                                                           3148                                                100

^a^Frequencies and percentages for a 7 latent class solution concerning different patterns in symptomatology analysing 1304 families of twins (3148 individuals) from the Australian Twin ADHD Project for developmental coordination disorder (DCD), oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), attention‐deficit--hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and conduct disorder.[212](#dmcn14132-bib-0212){ref-type="ref"}
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Meanwhile, the genetic aetiology of DCD seems to be further supported. Findings suggest that there may be shared susceptibility genes for DCD and other neurodevelopmental disorders; this highlights the need for thorough phenotyping when investigating the genetics of neurodevelopmental disorders. Furthermore, these data provide growing evidence supporting a genetic basis for DCD.[213](#dmcn14132-bib-0213){ref-type="ref"}

In conclusion, despite numerous co‐occurring disorders in children with DCD, there is some evidence that DCD exists as a distinct disorder. The presence of DCD seems to be a critical feature for outcomes when co‐occurring with neurodevelopmental disorders.

Recommendation 14GCPOwing to the high degree of co‐occurrence among developmental disorders, we recommend that dual or multiple diagnoses including DCD and any other disorder be given when appropriate. To ensure that this is done properly, appropriate assessments should be undertaken and interpreted according to established clinical guidelines. Comment: To ensure that co‐occurrence is not missed when assessing a person referred for problems in the motor domain, difficulties in other areas of development and educational attainment should be recorded and any necessary further assessment and intervention planned.⇑⇑

### 4.4. Psychosocial issues {#dmcn14132-sec-0083}

Accumulating research and evidence from clinical practice shows children with DCD (and those with poor motor coordination in general) seem to be at increased risk of psychosocial problems that impact negatively on participation and longer‐term outcomes.[188](#dmcn14132-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"}, [214](#dmcn14132-bib-0214){ref-type="ref"}, [215](#dmcn14132-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"}, [216](#dmcn14132-bib-0216){ref-type="ref"}, [217](#dmcn14132-bib-0217){ref-type="ref"} Studies emerging in the 1980s highlighted the increased incidence of social 'immaturity'[218](#dmcn14132-bib-0218){ref-type="ref"} and hypoactivity or hyperactivity and emotional disturbance[219](#dmcn14132-bib-0219){ref-type="ref"} in children defined as 'clumsy' or those with minimal brain damage. Longitudinal studies arising from this early work and an increasing number of studies comparing children with DCD with their peers confirm the added risk for psychosocial problems concomitant with DCD and motor coordination difficulties.[23](#dmcn14132-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [185](#dmcn14132-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"}, [220](#dmcn14132-bib-0220){ref-type="ref"}

Co‐occurring mental health difficulties have been identified across internalizing problems, especially mood disorders (e.g. depression, anxiety) and externalizing behaviours (ADHD).[221](#dmcn14132-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"}, [222](#dmcn14132-bib-0222){ref-type="ref"} Figure [6](#dmcn14132-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} highlights the extensive overlap between emotional and behavioural symptoms and DCD. Research in this area has tended towards use of symptom scales but there is some evidence that children with DCD may be at greater risk for various mental disorders, defined as meeting a clinical threshold for caseness based upon DSM criteria.[221](#dmcn14132-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"}, [223](#dmcn14132-bib-0223){ref-type="ref"} In addition to the often‐reported high level of DCD co‐occurring with ADHD (50%--60%), Pratt and Hill[223](#dmcn14132-bib-0223){ref-type="ref"} also showed that among children with DCD, 30% met clinical criteria for social anxiety. Recruitment from clinical samples may confound estimates of prevalence in view of the higher risk of co‐occurrence in this group. Nevertheless, it would seem that additional psychosocial deficits are common, ranging from 25% to 85% depending on population or clinical sampling respectively.[185](#dmcn14132-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"}, [224](#dmcn14132-bib-0224){ref-type="ref"}

![Overlap between emotional and behavioural disorders in children with developmental coordination disorder (DCD).[185](#dmcn14132-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"}, [220](#dmcn14132-bib-0220){ref-type="ref"}](DMCN-61-242-g006){#dmcn14132-fig-0006}

As well as symptoms of psychological problems and disorder, numerous studies have identified lower self‐concept and self‐efficacy in children with motor difficulties.[23](#dmcn14132-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#dmcn14132-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [225](#dmcn14132-bib-0225){ref-type="ref"}, [226](#dmcn14132-bib-0226){ref-type="ref"}, [227](#dmcn14132-bib-0227){ref-type="ref"}, [228](#dmcn14132-bib-0228){ref-type="ref"}, [229](#dmcn14132-bib-0229){ref-type="ref"}, [230](#dmcn14132-bib-0230){ref-type="ref"}, [231](#dmcn14132-bib-0231){ref-type="ref"}, [232](#dmcn14132-bib-0232){ref-type="ref"}, [233](#dmcn14132-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"}, [234](#dmcn14132-bib-0234){ref-type="ref"}, [235](#dmcn14132-bib-0235){ref-type="ref"}, [236](#dmcn14132-bib-0236){ref-type="ref"} Lower levels of perceived competence have been associated with reduced participation, particularly in physical activity and social participation.[37](#dmcn14132-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [232](#dmcn14132-bib-0232){ref-type="ref"}, [237](#dmcn14132-bib-0237){ref-type="ref"}, [238](#dmcn14132-bib-0238){ref-type="ref"}, [239](#dmcn14132-bib-0239){ref-type="ref"}, [240](#dmcn14132-bib-0240){ref-type="ref"} More recently, studies have gone on to look at bullying and victimization.[241](#dmcn14132-bib-0241){ref-type="ref"}, [242](#dmcn14132-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"}, [243](#dmcn14132-bib-0243){ref-type="ref"} Of note, Campbell et al.[242](#dmcn14132-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"} showed higher levels of depression and victimization among children suspected of having coordination difficulties. In contrast, a smaller but well‐controlled study did not find an association between victimization and DCD or between DCD and self‐worth, although some group and sex differences were evident.[243](#dmcn14132-bib-0243){ref-type="ref"} Females with movement difficulties may be particularly vulnerable to verbal peer victimization, influencing self‐worth.[243](#dmcn14132-bib-0243){ref-type="ref"} Psychosocial factors, such as self‐concept, efficacy, social support, and negative peer interactions, are important in their own right as they are related to participation and quality of life, but are also important in the context of psychological distress and disorder. Negative self‐esteem, for example, has been shown to predict depression and anxiety in adults and in children.[244](#dmcn14132-bib-0244){ref-type="ref"}, [245](#dmcn14132-bib-0245){ref-type="ref"} Table [SXVII](#dmcn14132-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Appendix [S5](#dmcn14132-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show several core studies in the field that have influenced our understanding of the associations between DCD, psychosocial factors, and related mental health problems.

The aetiology connecting motor coordination difficulties and DCD to mental health problems is wide ranging and complex. Undoubtedly, there will be transactional influences between multiple factors including the developing brain and positive and negative social and/or interpersonal experiences. Moreover, in view of the multiple areas of the brain involved in the coordination and execution of skilled movement, it is not implausible that areas of the brain involved in emotional and behavioural regulation may be affected by primary factors fundamental to the emergence of DCD. Evidence for this is reflected in the high level of persistent mental health problems in children with brain injury, particularly in other motor disorders such as cerebral palsy.[246](#dmcn14132-bib-0246){ref-type="ref"}, [247](#dmcn14132-bib-0247){ref-type="ref"} At the same time, the connections between DCD/poor motor coordination and the psychosocial situations previously identified suggest an integral role for social, environmental risk, and protective factors in the causal chain. Cairney et al.,[221](#dmcn14132-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"} Mancini et al.,[248](#dmcn14132-bib-0248){ref-type="ref"} and Cairney et al.[249](#dmcn14132-bib-0249){ref-type="ref"} developed 'the environmental stress hypothesis' over a series of papers to offer a theoretical framework for mapping the interrelationships among DCD, social‐level and individual‐level factors, and mental health. Drawing on the stress process framework,[250](#dmcn14132-bib-0250){ref-type="ref"} DCD or poor motor coordination is positioned as a primary stressor, which in turn exposes children and young people to an array of secondary stressors arising from interpersonal and intrapersonal conflicts (e.g. bullying; everyday hassles connected to functional limitations; poor concept of self). These stressors have both a direct and indirect effect on symptoms of internalizing problems such as depression and anxiety; indirectly, stress arising from problems with motor coordination can be buffered by factors such as supportive/caring parents and or by perceptions of competence. A particularly novel feature of the model is the inclusion of overweight/obesity and physical (in)activity as pathways connecting DCD to mental health problems through their influence on stress and psychosocial resources. Both insufficient physical activity and unhealthy weight have been shown to be common in children with DCD,[251](#dmcn14132-bib-0251){ref-type="ref"} and related to mental health problems in children and young people.[252](#dmcn14132-bib-0252){ref-type="ref"} Several studies have tested parts of the model,[222](#dmcn14132-bib-0222){ref-type="ref"}, [228](#dmcn14132-bib-0228){ref-type="ref"}, [253](#dmcn14132-bib-0253){ref-type="ref"} with the strongest and most consistent evidence showing self‐concept (e.g. self‐esteem; self‐worth) to mediate the relationship between DCD and mental health problems in children and young people.[248](#dmcn14132-bib-0248){ref-type="ref"} A recent study, in particular, found that low self‐esteem and poor social communication are associated with problems of mental health and well‐being.[224](#dmcn14132-bib-0224){ref-type="ref"} A comprehensive test of the model has yet to be conducted.

In conclusion, these findings provide evidence highlighting a potential multiplicative effect of DCD for children and young people in which impaired motor skills are associated not only with limited academic and physical skill achievements. Notably, significant psychosocial issues have also been linked to reduced participation across a range of physical and social activities that can have a lifelong impact on physical as well as mental health. Further research is required to understand the contributors and pathways of psychosocial problems in DCD, with interventions designed to offset the substantial negative consequences of these issues. At present, only one theoretical model has been offered to try to understand these connections, and testing of the model has been limited. Clearly, there is need to expand both theory and empirical research in this area.

**Statement 1 (GCP)** Research evidence shows that, for many children with DCD, substantial psychosocial difficulties often have an impact on engagement, participation, psychosocial well‐being, and quality of life. Individual and environmental factors will work together, influencing both the expression and management of these associated issues.

### 4.5. Flow chart assessment, treatment indication and planning {#dmcn14132-sec-0084}

See Figure [7](#dmcn14132-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flow chart assessment, treatment indication, and planning. DCD, developmental coordination disorder; ADL, activities of daily living; R, recommendation. \[Colour figure can be viewed at <http://www.wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](DMCN-61-242-g007){#dmcn14132-fig-0007}

5. Intervention {#dmcn14132-sec-0085}
---------------

### 5.1. Intervention: general principles {#dmcn14132-sec-0086}

Children with DCD meeting the diagnostic criteria for DCD usually need treatment. Indications for intervention are essentially dependent on criterion II: the influence of the diagnosis on activities of everyday living (self‐care, academic/school productivity, leisure, play, and other daily physical activity). However, in some cases diagnosis does not indicate treatment.

On the other hand, if not all the criteria for the diagnosis of DCD are met but motor problems exist in the performance of ADL tasks, and in educational and social support, then strategies for participation across environmental contexts should be implemented. This may be particularly useful for children below the age of 5 years who show significant motor problems without meeting all the diagnostic criteria of DCD.

The severity of motor impairment affects not only the presentation of DCD but also participation, which has important implications for treatment. In school‐aged children, specific fine motor problems may be more relevant for school achievement than gross motor problems. Gross motor problems, on the other hand, seem to be important for participation in play, sport and leisure, and development of social contact with peers.

Recommendation 15LOEChildren with the diagnosis DCD should receive intervention if current indications are present.LOE 1, level A

Results of the literature review performed for this recommendations update[254](#dmcn14132-bib-0254){ref-type="ref"} reveal consistent findings that activity‐oriented interventions can have a positive effect on skill performance. Furthermore, studies showed that both activity and some body‐function‐oriented interventions may have positive effects on motor function. Importantly, relatively short interventions also demonstrated positive treatment effects. Twenty‐nine new intervention studies have been published since the 2012 EACD recommendations for intervention for DCD.[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [255](#dmcn14132-bib-0255){ref-type="ref"} The overall effect size (Cohen\'s *d*) across intervention studies was large (1.06), but the range was wide as not all interventions were equally effective across populations and studies.

The review of the literature reaffirms that children with a diagnosis of DCD should receive intervention. If measured with valid and reliable norm‐referenced tests, many interventions have large effect sizes and some moderate. To evaluate treatment effects, measures that capture the levels both of activities and of participation should be used, because they provide a different source of information.

Recommendation 16GCPWhen planning a programme of intervention, we recommend that both the strengths and weaknesses of the individual in their environmental context should be taken into account in order to improve motor function, activity, and participation. Comment: The environment in which the individual functions (e.g. family, school, community) should be considered so that the specific programme of intervention is consistent with the individual\'s goals and opportunities for learning. In some children with DCD, compensatory and environmental support with follow‐up may be sufficient. Information sources for planning a programme of intervention include history, clinical examination, motor test results, and, if possible, parents' reports, self‐report, teachers' reports, report of relevant others, and, if available, validated questionnaires.⇑⇑

Recommendation 17GCPWhen planning intervention, evidence of effectiveness including regime and dose should be considered. In case of co‐occurring disorders, we recommend that priorities for intervention are set according to the type and severity of each disorder, and in consultation with the child and the family. The question of which problem has the most severe impact on the individual\'s functioning, activity, and participation must be addressed. However, if motor difficulties are not considered at one point in time, they may have an impact at a later date. Thus, priority setting should be reviewed over time as they may change.⇑⇑

Recommendation 18GCPFor intervention planning, individualized goal setting is essential. We recommend setting goals that address the levels both of activities and participation. We recommend taking into account the child\'s and family\'s viewpoint and the viewpoint of relevant others for goal setting.⇑⇑

When setting goals, a clear description of the tasks in the required context is needed. To assess performance issues of everyday living (self‐care, academic/school productivity, leisure, and play), assessment instruments such as the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure[256](#dmcn14132-bib-0256){ref-type="ref"} may be helpful. Although goals at the level of body functions may be defined, the main goals should be set at the level of activities and participation.

There is still not enough evidence for 'goal setting' with respect to treatment regime and/or dose, as it is unknown how goal setting or dosage amounts may influence the outcome of DCD intervention.

So far, there have been no reported studies that used a training programme until the children with DCD reached a plateau or no longer improved; as a result, it is unclear whether children with DCD will be able to reach the level of typically developing children. We do know that relatively short interventions (approximately 10 sessions) did demonstrate positive effects.

Recommendation 19GCPWhen planning intervention, psychosocial factors that may accompany a child\'s motor difficulties should be considered. Where appropriate, standardized and validated assessments of these factors should be used, with referral to relevant and additional services made if needed. Comment: Monitoring and surveillance of psychosocial factors should be integral throughout intervention.⇑⇑

Recommendation 20GCPWe recommend that self‐concept be assessed and accommodated in treatment (planning). Self‐concept may be assessed through child‐reported rating scales.⇑⇑

There are very few assessment tools adapted for different cultures/languages. An example would be the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire.[257](#dmcn14132-bib-0257){ref-type="ref"} There are several self‐report tools, for example the Perceived Efficacy and Goal Setting System.[109](#dmcn14132-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}, [111](#dmcn14132-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"} For the assessment of more specific self‐concepts of motor‐based tasks and physical activity, the Children\'s Self‐Perceptions of Adequacy in and Predilection for Physical Activity[89](#dmcn14132-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#dmcn14132-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} questionnaire can be used. A further option would be an adequate exploration of self‐concept by interview.

Recommendation 21GCPWe recommend intervention priorities be established by considering both motor and non‐motor aspects of the individual\'s functioning. Comment: Individual dispositions and psychosocial factors (e.g. motivation, presence of psychiatric disorders) may limit the effectiveness of treatment. Compensatory techniques (e.g. equipment, environmental adjustments) and social support may enhance the treatment effects.⇑⇑

For tools to be used for intervention planning, we refer to 'Diagnosis and assessment', where the tools and their psychometric properties, if known, are described.

### 5.2. Therapeutic approaches {#dmcn14132-sec-0087}

For this update the literature was searched for all interventions published since January 2012 addressing children with DCD. What follows is an update on previous recommendations; it is based on additonal findings from the newer studies.

The new literature affirmed the recommendations made in 2012:[6](#dmcn14132-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} that is, the more recent literature either added no new information that suggested major changes or provided further support for the recommendations made in 2012. However, the new literature also supported some additional recommendations with respect to training in basic motor skills and the use of virtual reality. The recommendations reported below reflect the newer evidence in conjunction with the previous findings.

#### 5.2.1. Labels for classification of interventions {#dmcn14132-sec-0088}

Regarding the different interventions studied for effectiveness, various labels were found in the literature. Interventions to improve motor performance in DCD have many components and vary in type, intensity, duration, and frequency. Moreover, owing to length restrictions in most journals, descriptions of any intervention are often very limited. The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials[258](#dmcn14132-bib-0258){ref-type="ref"} states that precise information should be given about the intervention, but several studies in our review failed to do so and thus the interventions discussed were hard to classify. To mitigate against this problem, we strongly encourage researchers to use a reporting framework such as the Template for Intervention Description and Replication checklist.[259](#dmcn14132-bib-0259){ref-type="ref"} This would support future replication studies and interstudy comparison, enabling reviewers to unpack often heterogeneous results. Moreover clinicians would then know the important ingredients of the intervention, which would make translation into practice more feasible.

Traditionally, approaches to intervention for DCD[71](#dmcn14132-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [255](#dmcn14132-bib-0255){ref-type="ref"} have been grouped into two broad areas: those that use activity to target the underlying performance problems, often referred to as process‐oriented approaches, and those that address the performance issue itself, often referred to as task‐oriented approaches.[260](#dmcn14132-bib-0260){ref-type="ref"} In the earlier stages of DCD research, intervention approaches were almost exclusively process‐oriented, or, in ICF terms, focused on reducing impairment and improving body function and structure.[255](#dmcn14132-bib-0255){ref-type="ref"} Studies examining these approaches tended to report on changes at the level of body function and structure only. Since the last review, several such studies have also reported on changes at the level of activity, and occasionally on participation. A similar trend was noted in the studies of task‐oriented approaches. While in the previous review such studies reported almost exclusively on changes at the ICF level of activity and or participation, several such studies in this review also started to report on effects at the level of body function and structure, namely impairment reduction.

To reflect this shift in the literature, we use a new taxonomy for interventions based on ICF terminology^1^ in this recommendations update. Specifically, we describe interventions based on the level of the ICF that is the primary target of the intervention. Interventions are therefore grouped into three categories: (1) body function and structure‐oriented, where the activity is designed to improve targeted body functions considered to underlie the reported functional motor problem; (2) activity‐oriented, where the activity is designed to improve performance of that activity; and (3) participation‐oriented, where the activity is designed to improve participation in that activity in an everyday life situation. In interventions identified as activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented, the primary interest is to improve performance of particular activities or participation and the content of the intervention involves direct training of the performance skill concerned.

#### 5.2.2. Activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented interventions {#dmcn14132-sec-0089}

In the 2013 review by Smits‐Engelsman et al., it was observed that task‐oriented approaches (now known as activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented approaches) were more efficient than process‐oriented approaches (now known as body‐function‐oriented approaches), yielding better functional performance outcomes in less time for children with DCD.[255](#dmcn14132-bib-0255){ref-type="ref"} In our new nomenclature, task‐oriented interventions are activity‐oriented but also clearly facilitate participation.

Mandatory characteristics of up‐to‐date task‐oriented or activity‐oriented interventions are as follows: (1) client‐oriented (meaningful for the client); (2) goal‐oriented (aiming at activities and participation as described in the Children and Youth Version of the ICF); (3) task and context specific (what is to be learned, and for which circumstances); (4) those that consider the client to take an active role; (5) aiming at functionality, not at normality; (6) active involvement of parent(s)/caretakers to enable transfer.

Since we published the first version of the CPR--DCD, new reviews and meta‐analyses have been published. The review by Lucas et al.[261](#dmcn14132-bib-0261){ref-type="ref"} addressed nine randomized controlled trials evaluating interventions that aim to improve gross motor performance in children with neurodevelopmental disorders (cerebral palsy and DCD). They found that some interventions with a task‐oriented framework improved gross motor outcomes; however, high quality intervention trials are urgently needed.

On the basis of a systematic review and meta‐analysis of 29 articles on physical therapy, Offor et al.[262](#dmcn14132-bib-0262){ref-type="ref"} concluded that task‐oriented approaches (Neuromotor Task Training \[NTT\]) and motor training programmes from traditional (e.g. strength or balance exercises) and contemporary or novel physical therapy frameworks (e.g. active virtual gaming, hippotherapy, and rebound therapy) are beneficial for children with DCD. Interventions based on physical therapy motor skills training and NTT are effective for gross motor problems. NTT is also effective for fine motor problems.[262](#dmcn14132-bib-0262){ref-type="ref"}

Finally, a meta‐analysis of nine randomized controlled trials in DCD[263](#dmcn14132-bib-0263){ref-type="ref"} showed large effect sizes for NTT, task‐oriented motor training, and motor imagery plus task practice training.

Together with the new data analysis, this gives enough evidence for a level A recommendation for activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented interventions, such as task‐specific training, NTT, and, on the basis of our earlier review,[255](#dmcn14132-bib-0255){ref-type="ref"} for the Cognitive Orientation to daily Occupational Performance approach (CO‐OP).

Recommendation 22LOEIf an intervention is to be provided then we recommend that activity‐oriented and participation‐oriented approaches be used as a means to improve general, fundamental, and specific motor skills in individuals with DCD. Comment: Activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented approaches are interventions that focus on ADL (including personal care, play, leisure/sports, arts and crafts, and academic, prevocational, and vocational tasks) within the intervention process. Intervention must also aim to generalize to daily function, activity, and participation across environmental contexts in which the child needs to perform. Activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented approaches should involve family, teacher, significant others, and/or environmental support to cascade and promote essential opportunities for practice and generalization. This is necessary to give enough opportunity for motor learning and consolidation of skills. Formally investigated activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented approaches, based on this and the previous review, include but are not limited to task‐specific training, NTT, and cognitive orientation to daily occupational performance approach (CO‐OP).LOE 1, level A

#### 5.2.3. Handwriting {#dmcn14132-sec-0090}

For individuals, especially children, with DCD, handwriting is a particular problem; indeed many children are referred to the therapies specifically for handwriting issues.

Since the first version of the CPR--DCD, no papers on children with DCD receiving intervention focused on handwriting have been published that would change the recommendation. Only one case study[264](#dmcn14132-bib-0264){ref-type="ref"} reported new data in training of handwriting skills, but only in three children. After very intensive training (2×45min per week plus daily home work for 13wk), two of the three children improved.

Although the use of modern technology with smartphones, tablets, and laptops has increased, and to some extent (depending on the cultural background and social environment) children are less dependent on their penmanship, participation problems caused by handwriting issues are still an issue for children with DCD. Keyboarding and swiping are also fine‐motor skills that may prove to pose problems in this group of children and who may need to be trained. To prevent children with DCD suffering the consequences of bad handwriting (and being labelled as underachievers or poor academic performers), parallel training of keyboarding and tablet skills is suggested.

Recommendation 23LOEIf handwriting problems are present in children with DCD, we suggest activity‐oriented and participation‐oriented intervention (including ways to self‐evaluate performance) to improve the quality of the handwriting.LOE 2, level B

Recommendation 24GCPIf handwriting problems are present in children with DCD, in addition to activity‐oriented and participation‐oriented handwriting intervention, we suggest teaching keyboarding from early on, to improve the legibility and neatness of schoolwork.⇑⇑

#### 5.2.4. Interventions: body‐function‐oriented approaches {#dmcn14132-sec-0091}

Children with DCD have a great number of symptoms connected with impaired body functions. Earlier developed treatment approaches focused on improving these body functions on the basis of the hypothesis that better body functions would lead to improvement of activities. Our latest review showed that some of these approaches may be effective. Given the unclear mechanisms about transfer, we recommend using activity‐oriented approaches that stay close to the selected activities to be improved and/or body‐function‐oriented approaches that apply/train the gained function also within the activities to be improved.

**Statement 2 (GCP)**Some interventions that aim to improve body functions and structures may be effective, but there is limited evidence whether body‐function‐oriented interventions are effective in improving activity and participation in children with DCD.

Since our first version of the CPR--DCD, no new intervention studies comparing sensory integration therapy or kinesthetic sensitivity training with another intervention have been published, so the negative recommendation has not been altered.

**Statement 3 (GCP)**The following interventions cannot be recommended as empirical support, because their effectiveness is inconclusive, absent, or negative: (1) the evidence is inconclusive for the effectiveness of sensory integration therapy as an intervention for children with DCD; (2) the evidence is inconclusive for the effectiveness of kinesthetic sensitivity training for children with DCD.Other approaches used in children with DCD (e.g. brain‐gym, complementary and alternative therapies) have not been systematically evaluated so cannot be recommended.

#### 5.2.5. Interventions: adjuncts to activity‐oriented and participation‐oriented approaches {#dmcn14132-sec-0092}

The use of active video games has steadily grown as a popular form of entertainment and play, and is finding a place in movement rehabilitation across a range of conditions.[265](#dmcn14132-bib-0265){ref-type="ref"} As a result, studies on active video games‐based training has also increased as intervention for children with DCD. Although studies show promising effects, the issue of transfer to everyday performance and participation is an unanswered question. It has recently been shown that use of active video games leads to moderate to large improvement on balance tasks[266](#dmcn14132-bib-0266){ref-type="ref"}, [267](#dmcn14132-bib-0267){ref-type="ref"}, [268](#dmcn14132-bib-0268){ref-type="ref"}, [269](#dmcn14132-bib-0269){ref-type="ref"}, [270](#dmcn14132-bib-0270){ref-type="ref"}, [271](#dmcn14132-bib-0271){ref-type="ref"} in DCD, and that children also improved on more functional tasks such as standing up from a chair and going up and down stairs.[267](#dmcn14132-bib-0267){ref-type="ref"}, [269](#dmcn14132-bib-0269){ref-type="ref"} However, no studies are available on transfer effects to more complex tasks in everyday contexts.

Recommendation 25LOEActive video games may be recommended as a useful adjunct to more traditional activity‐oriented and participation‐oriented interventions in children with DCD, in supervised settings or group intervention.LOE 2, level B

Fitness outcomes are particularly relevant to DCD given that childhood overweight and obesity are over‐represented in this population of children. Overall, interventions led to moderate to strong improvements on fitness metrics, and associated changes in movement skill.[268](#dmcn14132-bib-0268){ref-type="ref"}, [269](#dmcn14132-bib-0269){ref-type="ref"}, [272](#dmcn14132-bib-0272){ref-type="ref"}, [273](#dmcn14132-bib-0273){ref-type="ref"}, [274](#dmcn14132-bib-0274){ref-type="ref"}, [275](#dmcn14132-bib-0275){ref-type="ref"}, [276](#dmcn14132-bib-0276){ref-type="ref"} Given the low levels of strength and condition in children with DCD, interventions to improve general fitness (cardiorespiratory fitness and functional strength) and empowerment and engagement in sports activities in daily life should be considered. This is because such interventions have been reported as being effective in children with DCD.[269](#dmcn14132-bib-0269){ref-type="ref"} Long‐term follow‐up is still missing.

Recommendation 26GCPWe recommend that physical fitness (e.g. strength, endurance, flexibility) is considered as part of intervention planning.⇑⇑

#### 5.2.6. Interventions: new perspectives {#dmcn14132-sec-0093}

##### Motor imagery training. {#dmcn14132-sec-0094}

Motor imagery training is a new cognitive approach developed by Wilson.[80](#dmcn14132-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} It uses internal modelling of movements, which facilitates the child to predict consequences for actions in the absence of overt movement. In time and with practice, children use the knowledge of the relation between vision and internal feeling of the movement to make appropriate predictions about the consequences of self‐produced movements; this reduces the errors in feedforward planning. As a strategy for learning feedforward planning, it seems to work for some children. Three studies were found that investigated motor imagery training (two randomized controlled trials[277](#dmcn14132-bib-0277){ref-type="ref"}, [278](#dmcn14132-bib-0278){ref-type="ref"} and one multiple case study).[279](#dmcn14132-bib-0279){ref-type="ref"} These studies have shown positive effects of motor imagery training on measures of movement skill in children with DCD.

### 5.3. Interventions delivery mode: (group) settings {#dmcn14132-sec-0095}

#### 5.3.1. Personal factors {#dmcn14132-sec-0096}

There have been some prominent changes in the type of training since 2011, with group‐based intervention adding to the treatment landscape. Overall, group‐based intervention produced large effects on motor performance. Recommendations on the ideal group size cannot be determined on the basis of the data, but we know that groups of between four and six children have been used, are manageable, and effective with one therapist and, if needed, an assistant.[268](#dmcn14132-bib-0268){ref-type="ref"}, [273](#dmcn14132-bib-0273){ref-type="ref"}, [280](#dmcn14132-bib-0280){ref-type="ref"}, [281](#dmcn14132-bib-0281){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, small groups enable instructors to move easily between participants and to monitor both group dynamics and individual progress. It is possible that children with very poor motor skill may feel more anxious in a larger group, as was found in one study.[280](#dmcn14132-bib-0280){ref-type="ref"} These same children did, however, improve their ability to deal with peer problems, which is a very useful life skill. As such, group settings should be considered but used carefully depending on age, severity of the disorder, the members of the group, and the goals of the intervention.

Recommendation 27GCPWe recommend considering small group intervention because it can be effective.⇑⇑

Recommendation 28GCPWe suggest considering carefully if and when a group setting is appropriate for a child. Comment: We suggest considering the level of anxiety and movement skills of the children when composing groups (and their size) for group‐based intervention. The optimum staff to child ratio has yet to be ascertained.⇑⇑

### 5.4. Interventions: intensity and scheduling {#dmcn14132-sec-0097}

At present, there remains a large gap in our knowledge about choice of, and/or how to optimize, therapies for individuals with DCD: in terms of dosage, timing, scheduling, and content. Training protocols used in clinical practice and research papers show much variability in scheduling and dose. While the average duration in our review was relatively short, at around 9 weeks, the length of training varied between 4 weeks and 18 weeks. The studies that were in the longer range (10--16wk) and occurred more frequently (two to three per week) were group‐based programmes targeting specific sports skills or general fitness. In particular, training fine motor skills tends to be more time intensive than gross motor training. Studies comparing different treatment approaches and different modes of delivery are needed in this area.

**Statement 4 (GCP)**Current information on the effectiveness of intervention does not allow clear recommendations on intensity, duration, and timing because comparison studies are lacking. Mean duration of new effective studies was 10 weeks (range 2--18wks).Overall, long training protocols (20--30h) do not seem to be more effective than shorter ones (10--15h) when measured using standardized tests assessing body function/activity. However, these tests may not capture the transfer of skills to complex situations and the level of automaticity needed in everyday life.

**Research note 2** Additional comparison studies on types of intervention, intensity, and duration are required. Group versus individual approaches must also be evaluated.

### 5.5. The role of environmental factors {#dmcn14132-sec-0098}

Different treatment approaches can be seen as different strategies to support learning.[282](#dmcn14132-bib-0282){ref-type="ref"} Each treatment approach focuses on a special aspect in the learning process and requires special competencies from the child (e.g. verbal and cognitive skills in the cognitive orientation to daily occupational performance approach, self‐reflection used in NTT, or the concept of pretence in motor imagery). These prerequisites are dependent on age, experience, developmental stage, and personality of the child. Each child with DCD has individual difficulties and abilities, and preferred individual learning strategies and solutions.[283](#dmcn14132-bib-0283){ref-type="ref"} Therapists should try to find the right strategies and to adapt the circumstances to optimize the learning processes.

Regular exercise is essential for motor learning and skill acquisition, and exercise in various environments for transfer to the context of daily living. Support from parents, teachers, and other significant people in the child\'s environment is important for treatment success. Parents and teachers need to understand the child\'s problems and difficulties in motor learning and skill acquisition. They have to know how to support the child\'s learning process and exercise efforts, adapt the learning process and the environment, and advise in structuring the daily life activities. Whether this support can be given depends on the family structure and situation. There might be families who are not able to give the needed support.

Recommendation 29GCPWe recommend that individuals with DCD are given ample opportunity to practise movement skills in order to learn them and to participate in daily activities (e.g. at home, school, in community and leisure settings, and in sports). Comment: Once they have learned the basic skills through targeted intervention (which provided them with appropriate feedback and strategies), individuals with DCD should also be given additional opportunities and time to practise these required skills in context, to develop an adequate level of competency. This is particularly true of skills that are complex in nature or that require high levels of planning. We recommend professionals support parents, teachers, significant others, and other stakeholders to encourage the children to participate in relevant activities at home and school, and in the community (e.g. games that require diverse movement activities, extracurricular sports, cultural events, etc.) to promote their practice and newly acquired motor skills.⇑⇑

Recommendation 30GCPWe suggest that involved professionals give parents and relevant others (teachers, etc.) advice on the specific abilities and the problems of the child with DCD and how to help them improve their motor functions and participation in daily activities (at home, school, leisure, sport, and cultural activities).⇑⇑

Only one study reported a health promotion intervention at school level with some positive results.[275](#dmcn14132-bib-0275){ref-type="ref"} Camden et al.[284](#dmcn14132-bib-0284){ref-type="ref"} investigated the impact of an evidence‐based online module on perceived knowledge and skills of parents of children with DCD, and its behavioural/health outcomes. Children start to compare their abilities with peers at the age of 5 years. This happens especially in sports, and in group and playground games. The experience of failing in these activities has an effect on the children\'s self‐esteem and self‐efficacy. The support of school and parents is important for motivation and to prevent avoidance of the activities.

Because children spend most of their time awake in school during weekdays, adapting the school environment to focus on motor skill literacy might be beneficial for individuals with DCD. There is no doubt that physical inactivity and the lack of opportunities to develop fundamental motor skills are modifiable risk factors in children. School‐based multi‐component programmes and community‐wide physical activity programmes are likely to be more effective than single‐component intervention.[285](#dmcn14132-bib-0285){ref-type="ref"} Accordingly, efforts aimed at enabling and encouraging young children to be more physically active should include multiple activities targeting fundamental movement skills because this may have lifelong impacts on motor development. However, evidence for the efficiency of school adaptation in children with DCD on motor skill development is not available so far. Lastly, because of the large differences in school systems around the world, generalizability of the evidence will be low. As for the preceding version of these recommendations, adaptations are recommended to apply these specific aspects to differing cultural contexts.[286](#dmcn14132-bib-0286){ref-type="ref"}

**Research note 3** There is a lack of studies reporting outcomes on motor skills after systematic intervention conducted at the school or parent level. There is only extrapolated evidence to show that it may work at the school level.

### 5.6. Somatic interventions: drugs, additives {#dmcn14132-sec-0099}

In the second review for these recommendations, no new evidence was found that supplements of fatty acids plus vitamin E have an effect on motor functions.

Recommendation 31LOEWe do not suggest fatty acids + vitamin E to improve motor functions as there is no evidence for an effect on motor functions.LOE 2, level B negative

#### 5.6.1. Methylphenidate {#dmcn14132-sec-0100}

Medication is often used in children with co‐occurring disorders (e.g. ADHD). This is based on the knowledge that methylphenidate reduces difficulties with attention. There are indications that methylphenidate has a positive effect on behavioural ADHD symptoms, quality of life, and motor symptoms (handwriting). Additional motor therapy will still be needed in about 50% of the children with ADHD/DCD receiving methylphenidate, within interdisciplinary treatment settings and involving educational and psychosocial assistance.[116](#dmcn14132-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"} There are indications that the use of methylphenidate may be favourable for children with combined ADHD and DCD with specific problems in fine motor skills and in handwriting. Accuracy may improve, but writing could become less fluent.[287](#dmcn14132-bib-0287){ref-type="ref"} Methylphenidate should not be considered as the only therapy for children with both DCD and ADHD. These children need additional treatment and support to overcome specific functional problems for handwriting and drawing. Recent findings[288](#dmcn14132-bib-0288){ref-type="ref"} suggest that methylphenidate gives immediate effect on both attention and motor coordination in children with coexisting DCD and ADHD. Further studies should measure the medium‐term and long‐term effect of methylphenidate on a larger group of children with DCD and ADHD, perhaps comparing with groups having DCD without ADHD.

**Statement 5 (GCP)** Where there is co‐occurring DCD and ADHD, it is known that methylphenidate in combination with further intervention is helpful in overcoming functional problems. Methylphenidate has been shown to improve some aspects of apparent motor function. The effectiveness of other medications and/or supplements has not been systematically evaluated.

### 5.7. Monitoring {#dmcn14132-sec-0101}

DCD presents a risk factor for concomitant problems in psychosocial and behavioural function. Deficits in executive function and planning have been reported in children with DCD. Recent data suggest that these deficits remain evident in early adulthood, and are strongly linked to impaired planning and disorganization in daily life.[289](#dmcn14132-bib-0289){ref-type="ref"}, [290](#dmcn14132-bib-0290){ref-type="ref"}

Recommendation 32GCPWe recommend that ongoing behavioural observation be performed during the period of intervention to provide information about the necessity of adjustments to a treatment plan and/or to facilitate the adaptation of an individual\'s intervention goals.⇑⇑

For tools to be used for intervention and/or the evaluation of treatment, we refer to 'Diagnosis and assessment', where the tools and their psychometric properties, if known, are described.

Recommendation 33GCPWe recommend that formal standardized outcome measures are used for assessment, and are repeated at the end of intervention or at least every 3 months if intervention is longer, to evaluate the effects of an intervention programme and goal attainment and to determine whether further intervention is required. We recommend to evaluate intervention effects using psychometrically sound outcome assessment tools that capture the levels of both activities and participation. We also recommend other evaluation sources including clinical examination, the child\'s self‐report, family report, teacher/kindergarten reports, questionnaire information, activity monitoring, etc.⇑⇑

### 5.8. Cost‐effectiveness {#dmcn14132-sec-0102}

No studies were found comparing different treatment approaches in relation to cost‐effectiveness. Studies about the long‐term effect of the treatment approaches in relation to cost‐effectiveness are needed. Also, no studies were found about the cost‐effectiveness of medication in children with DCD and ADHD. The strong effect for group‐based training suggests that intervention in small groups may be a good option where the cost of treatment is an issue. Studies confirming cost‐effectiveness of individual and group treatments are needed.

### 5.9. Flow chart treatment planning, intervention, and evaluation {#dmcn14132-sec-0103}

See Figure [8](#dmcn14132-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flow chart treatment planning, intervention, and evaluation. DCD, developmental coordination disorder; R, recommendation; S, statement.](DMCN-61-242-g008){#dmcn14132-fig-0008}

B Transition From Child to Adult {#dmcn14132-sec-0104}
================================

It must be recognized that the nature and impact of DCD will change over the life course of an individual. Significant changes in the environment and the personal task demands on an individual may also alter the experience and impact of the condition. For example, transitions from school to higher education and from education to employment will bring new challenges such as increased demands on the person alongside reduced scaffolding and levels of support.

These current CPRs include a separate section for adolescents and adults with DCD. Much of the material is very similar to the CPRs for children, with minor adaptations. Some new material has also been added.

It must be recognized that the age an individual transitions from childhood to adolescence and from adolescence to adulthood may vary from country to country. Services for these different groups may also vary considerably. For instance, in some areas, services for children extend to those up to the age of 18 years, and in other areas it may just be to 14 years or 16 years. Some areas will have specialist services for adolescents: for example, in the age range 10 to 19 years (or in a more restricted age range, covering just the teenage years). Some services might be targeted specifically at young adults (19--25y), although many adult services are available to those from 18 years and onwards.

It is intended that the child and adult CPRs presented here should be used in a flexible manner to suit the available services and resources and the circumstances of the individual with DCD. For example, if a 15‐year‐old is involved in employment rather than education, then it will be appropriate to consider aspects of the adult CPRs.

Further research on these transition periods and on the experience and impact of DCD beyond early childhood is needed to help gain a better understanding of how best to support individuals to achieve their full potential.

C Adolescents and Adults {#dmcn14132-sec-0105}
========================

This section refers specifically to terminology, diagnostic criteria, assessment, and intervention for adolescents and adults with DCD.

There is enough evidence that many children do not grow out of their problems when they reach adolescence and adulthood.[23](#dmcn14132-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [291](#dmcn14132-bib-0291){ref-type="ref"}, [292](#dmcn14132-bib-0292){ref-type="ref"}, [293](#dmcn14132-bib-0293){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, the kind of problems they experience in daily life, education, work, and leisure will change according to their circumstances. For example, there will be different challenges for those studying in higher education compared with individuals in a range of employment settings.

The impact of the condition will also vary depending on an individual\'s personal resources (resilience, self‐confidence) and the nature and extent of social support networks.

1. Terminology, diagnosis, and assessment {#dmcn14132-sec-0106}
-----------------------------------------

Currently there are no explicit diagnostic criteria for adults. However, in DSM‐5, adults are now mentioned. This implies that we can use the same criteria as for children, with small adaptations of the daily activities and examples.

Recommendation 34GCPWe recommend the following criteria for the diagnosis of DCD. These criteria follow closely those proposed in DSM‐5 with some minor changes, including the order of criteria III and IV. IThe acquisition and execution of coordinated motor skills is substantially below that expected given the individual\'s chronological age and sufficient opportunities to acquire age‐appropriate motor skills. IIThe motor skills deficit described in criterion I significantly and persistently interferes with the activities of everyday living appropriate to chronological age (e.g. self‐care, self‐maintenance, and mobility) and affects academic productivity, prevocational and vocational activities, leisure, and work. IIIThe motor skills deficits are not better accounted for by any other medical, neurodevelopmental, psychological, social condition, or cultural background. IVOnset of symptoms in childhood (although not always identified until adolescence or adulthood). Comment: Criterion I: the symptoms of DCD may include slowness and/or inaccuracy of performance of motor skills in isolation or in combination. Criterion III: this criterion addresses issues of aetiology with regard to DCD and is designed to facilitate differential diagnosis. Examples of conditions that may rule out or influence the diagnosis of DCD are: (1) Medical conditions: movement disorders with known aetiologies (e.g. cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, childhood arthritis), side effects of drugs (e.g. neuroleptics, chemotherapy, sedatives), sensory problems (e.g. substantial visual impairments or impairments of the vestibular organ); (2) Other neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g. severe intellectual disabilities) or other psychological disorders (e.g. anxiety, depression), or other psychological conditions (e.g. attentional problems) as primary causes of motor problems; (3) Social conditions (e.g. deprivation, cultural constraints); (4) Acquired motor difficulties (e.g. trauma or Parkinson disease, Huntingdon chorea, multiple sclerosis, stroke, brain tumours, arthropathies). Note: it may be difficult to differentiate between conditions that may be causal and those that may co‐occur. For example, an adult with ADHD might appear to have movement problems, which are in fact caused by impulsivity and/or inattention. Especially in unclear cases, multi‐professional assessments can be helpful in differentiating motor from attentional problems. Criterion IV: the onset of symptoms is usually evidenced in infancy and childhood. The following recommendations are designed to offer guidance for arriving at an accurate diagnosis of DCD. Instead of being listed according to the criteria I to IV, they are given in the opposite order, which is in line with how a medical professional would usually proceed with the diagnostic process. Thus, the process starts with: (1) considering the age and context of the individual (criterion IV); (2) ruling out other medical conditions causing motor problems (criterion III); (3) taking into account the impact on activities and participation (criterion II); (4) quantifying the motor impairment (criterion I). It should be noted, however, that there are other pathways to diagnosis. For example, an adult may be identified as having difficulties in employment or education and be first assessed by an occupational therapist, psychologist, or an educational psychologist.⇑⇑

Although there is less research evidence available beyond childhood, much of the information and the recommendations for children with DCD outlined in the previous sections are likely also to apply to adolescents and adults with DCD and are therefore relevant here. For example, the sections on history taking, clinical examination, and the use of motor tests are all relevant. The previous section on co‐occurring conditions is also relevant to adolescents and adults.

It should be noted that currently there are few appropriate standardized tests available for adults that provide objective information on the mentioned criteria.

Recommendation 35LOEIt is noted that some motor performance tests are currently being used to help identify and describe DCD in adolescence and adulthood. These include the BOT‐2 and the MABC‐2. These have been recommended for use with children with DCD but further work is needed to establish their use with adults. The ADC has been most widely used in research with adults with DCD, and other, shorter screening tools are available (e.g. Adolescents and Adults oordination Questionnaire, Functional Difficulties Questionnaire). Further work is needed with these instruments to establish their psychometric properties. **Research note 4** There is a lack of standardized assessments for adults with DCD at present. Comment: History, examination, and criterion‐referenced assessments are required to gain a complete picture. Differentiating motor difficulties that are acquired in adulthood need to be checked where possible before a diagnosis of DCD can be made.LOE 2, level B

A small number of studies have tracked development from childhood to adolescence and suggest persistence of motor difficulties in 50--70% of cases (quoted in DSM‐5). However, compared with the large body of literature available on DCD in childhood, the study of DCD in adolesence and adulthood is relatively sparce. Given the paucity of evidence to provide direction for practice, a scoping review was conducted[294](#dmcn14132-bib-0294){ref-type="ref"} to help bridge the knowledge‐to‐practice gap.[295](#dmcn14132-bib-0295){ref-type="ref"} This review had three objectives: (1) to map areas of research related to adolescents and adults with DCD (and areas that are lacking); (2) to map the assessments used for measuring motor skills in this body of literature; and (3) to map intervention programmes developed for this population. Relevant studies were identified by using selected keywords to conduct a scientific literature search of studies published in English, in three databases: PubMed, PsycNET, and CINAHL. Google Scholar was also searched and the ancestry method used. All peer‐reviewed publications up to the end of December 2016 were included.

As this is a relatively new area of study, which has lacked formal guidelines and appropriate assessment tools, a broad approach was taken to ensure that all studies that might be relevant to the description of DCD in adolescence and adulthood were captured. All studies researching individuals who were described as having a motor difficulty that seemed to meet the DSM‐5 criteria for DCD were included. Exclusion of studies was based on the age of participants (\<16y and \>65y), an indication of other known motor disorders (e.g. stroke, Huntington disease, Parkinson disease), or specific studies of populations with other factors known to be linked with motor problems (such as low birthweight, and physical, cognitive, or visual deficits). A total of 33 manuscripts were identified. The studies ranged from single case examinations to group studies using qualitative interviews, questionnaires, psychometric testing, and experimental manipulations. Findings from the scoping review were organized using the ICF framework, under the headings of 'Body functions and structures', 'Activity', and 'Participation'.

Reported impairments in 'Body functions and structures' included perceptual--motor difficulties in balance, agility, and hand skills. Experimental studies have provided detailed descriptions of various tasks and highlight differences compared with typically developing individuals in aspects of walking, obstacle avoidance, and reach and grasp. In terms of control mechanisms there have been suggestions of poor motor imagery, and poorer use of visual information in fast responses and visual tracking which is slow and variable. These findings suggest a persistence of the motor difficulties and underlying constraints identified in studies of children with DCD (see 'Underlying mechanisms in DCD'). A range of non‐motor impairments were also evident from several studies. Problems with executive function, attention, and anxiety were reported, as well as symptoms of depression and low global self‐esteem. These reflect the co‐occurring difficulties previously reported in the childhood literature and those resulting as a secondary impact of the condition. Clinicians should be aware of their common occurrence in DCD, and the need for comprehensive assessment and intervention that take into account the range of motor and non‐motor difficulties experienced by an individual. Another reflection of the childhood literature is reports of poorer physical health in adults with DCD compared with typically developing adults. This includes higher rates of obesity, and lower endurance, flexibility, and strength, as well as poorer general health (both mental and physical). Consideration of ways to maintain a physically active lifestyle through adulthood is thus an important element of intervention in adults with DCD. Finally, studies on the mechanisms possibly underlying impairments are beginning to emerge, with a focus on genetic contributions and brain imaging.

Limitations in specific types of 'Activity' such as handwriting, ball skills, driving, and playing sports were reported; some of these seem to have continued from childhood whereas others (such as driving) arise as new challenges presented in adulthood. More generally, there have been consistent reports of difficulties with organization in everyday activities such as managing money, planning ahead, and finding and arranging belongings.[296](#dmcn14132-bib-0296){ref-type="ref"} With increasing demands on such activities in emerging adulthood, difficulties in this area can have a severe impact on the ability to cope with independent living and seem to be a particular area of concern for the individuals themselves.

A major focus of much of the work in this field has been on restrictions in levels of 'Participation' and the impact this has on the everyday lives of adolescents and adults with DCD.[296](#dmcn14132-bib-0296){ref-type="ref"}, [297](#dmcn14132-bib-0297){ref-type="ref"} There are clear examples in the literature of negative impacts on independent living, employment, work performance, leisure and physical activities, and quality of life satisfaction.

It may be concluded that there is an emerging but limited literature on DCD in adolescents and adults. The findings suggest that a similar range of motor difficulties seen in childhood extend into adolescence and adulthood. As reported in children, there are also associated physical, cognitive, and psychosocial difficulties which continue to affect everyday life activity. All but one of the identified studies described a single 'snapshot' of the condition (one study included a 3--4y follow‐up). We lack, therefore, a good understanding of how the condition continues to develop through adolescence and adulthood. There is an urgent need for further research with adults with DCD of all ages. This will help guide the practice of educational and health professionals, enable employers and families to understand the needs of adults with DCD, and provide guidance to the individuals themselves.

### 1.1. Motor assessment in the literature on adolescents and adults with DCD {#dmcn14132-sec-0107}

One of the major limitations of the body of literature reviewed is the lack of consistency across studies and the sometimes limited assessment of motor difficulties. In some studies, evidence that there are significant motor difficulties is rather weak. However, as the investigation of adults with DCD is a relatively new area, we have taken a broad approach to the inclusion of studies in this review. Some studies rely only on self‐report of current motor difficulties or a childhood diagnosis of DCD (or 'dyspraxia'). Other studies reviewed have used self‐report screening questionnaires: the ADC, the Adolescents and Adults Coordination Questionnaire, or adolescent/adult versions of the DCDQ (this last questionnaire is widely used with children) (see 'Evidence‐based analysis of DCD questionnaires'). The ADC is designed to consider the range of motor, organization, attention, and social difficulties commonly associated with DCD in adulthood, while the Adolescents and Adults Coordination Questionnaire is a shorter instrument with items relating to motor difficulties, physical activity, and general organization. Some good psychometric properties have been reported on both the ADC and Adolescents and Adults Coordination Questionnaire. The ADC is longer and in particular shows good discriminant validity and provides a useful description of the range of difficulties experienced. However, further study of aspects of validity is needed for both instruments.

Other studies on adults report the use of motor performance tests that have been extensively used in clinical and research contexts with children with DCD (e.g. the BOT‐2, MABC‐2, and McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular Dysfunction). However these do have limitations when applied to an older age group. While the BOT‐2 has norms up to 21 years, the original norms are from the USA and the only other translation and normative data set is available for Germany. The MABC‐2 has norms and translations for several different countries but these extend only to 16 years of age. Norms for the McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular Dysfunction include young adults (18--35y) but are now over 20 years old. While both the BOT‐2 and MABC‐2 test have been used with adults over the intended ages, the lack of appropriate norms means that interpretation of results is difficult. Until more appropriate assessment tools become available for adolescents and adults, UK guidelines suggest cautious use of the BOT‐2, MABC‐2, and other tests of specific aspects of performance such as handwriting,[286](#dmcn14132-bib-0286){ref-type="ref"} although results must be interpreted with caution when used beyond the age of norms provided.

2. Intervention {#dmcn14132-sec-0108}
---------------

If adults with a diagnosis of DCD experience problems in daily life, they should receive intervention.

**Research note 5** There is a lack of research on interventions in adolescents and adults with DCD.

It is therefore not possible to make formal recommendations about the most effective approaches. However, there is evidence from children that task‐oriented (activity‐oriented or participation‐oriented) approaches are most effective in improving specific daily life skills.

**Research note 6** Longitudinal studies are needed to obtain more information about the developmental course of DCD in adolescence and adulthood. Age‐appropriate standardized assessments are needed for diagnosis and evaluation of intervention of DCD in adolescence and adulthood.

**Statement 6 (GCP)** It is acknowledged that access to services for adolescents and adults varies both within and between countries and is often very limited. However, it is recognized that most young people and adults with DCD benefit from individualized support to: (1) learn specific motor skills for ADL, education, or vocational activities (e.g. using tools, keyboarding, driving); (2) deal with associated problems (e.g. psychological/psychiatric disorders); (3) address the impact of DCD on psychosocial skills and participation in various activities; (4) minimize the risk of longer‐ term problems (e.g. weight gain, physical inactivity).

No specific work on intervention was identified in the scoping review, although some individual coping strategies were identified from some studies. These included keyboarding instead of handwriting, using assistive applications (e.g. mobile phones and alarms), and focusing on individual strengths. This reflects the environmental and personal 'contextual factors' highlighted in the ICF framework, which can have a huge influence on the impact of the condition. Manipulation of environmental factors (both physical and social) could be a focus for intervention strategies, as well as building on personal factors, particularly those related to strengths and resilience. It is clear that further work is needed in this area to gain an understanding of the effectiveness of intervention approaches. In the meantime, it is recommended that, as for children, intervention is based on the needs and goals of the individual, and that there should be consideration of both motor and non‐motor issues and support for long‐term physical and psychological well‐being. Several of the papers reviewed demonstrate that in adolescence and adulthood (just as in childhood) DCD continues to often co‐occur with other disorders (including ASD, ADHD, dyslexia, anxiety, and depression). This emphasizes the importance of a broad assessment of the individual\'s needs and consideration of how to provide support beyond just the motor domain.
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The fact that developmental disorders frequently overlap and co‐occur is referred to throughout this document. Where overlap is mentioned, we do not provide an exhaustive list of possible childhood disorders. Instead, the list is varied from time to time.

In some countries the diagnosis can only be made by a medical doctor. This means that the multi‐professional team must include a medical doctor.

The term 'co‐occurring' has been used throughout these recommendations in preference to 'comorbid' to reflect that two or more conditions are present but a common aetiology is not known and that this term is consistent with concurrent or overlapping.

The term 'DCDQ‐R' is used throughout this document and is consistent with the term DCDQ\'07, which is also used to refer to the revised version of the DCDQ.
